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Keep in Contact with the Players, 
They are Your Customers 

The American String Teachers AlIOCiation is a non-profit 

musical and educational organization established in 1946. 
It serves string and orchestra teachers and students. 

Promotes and encourages professional and amateur string 

and orchestra study and performance. 

The American String Teachers AlIOCiation has a develop

ment and progressive program which includes: 

I. Summer Workshops for string teachers and amateur 

chamber music players. 1960 conferences were held at 

Colorado Springs, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Put-In-Bay, 

Ohio and Interlochen Michigan. 

2. Publications. A newsletter STRING TALK is published 
four times each year. The Official Joumal, AMERICAN 
STRING TEACHER is now published four times each 
year. 

ASTA has many other valuable publications available. 

The AMERICAN STRING TEACHERS ASSOCIATION is only 
$5.00 per year. If you are intere"ted in supporting the art 
of string playing ASTA is your organization. 
Your ASTA contact is: 
Robert H. Klatman, 70 N. Broadway, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A. 
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Many makers when asked why they selected such an out-of-the ordinary hobby as violin making, are more or less 

confused as to the real reason. It appears to be something that "just grew" on them. 

Someone once answered this question very adroitly when he said ''Violin Makers are frustrated violinists!" This is 

probably true in a great many cases. Disappointed in not being able to attain real proficiency in their chosen instrument 

they turn to violin making as an emotional outlet for their admiration of the instrument. 

Some few makers are unable to play even a simple piece of music. This is decidedly a great handicap. Part of a 

maker's training should be lessons in violin playing. He should, at least, be able to play his own instruments, for how else 

can be implant in his instrument the ideal tone that he should be striving for? 

But even this slight proficiency is not enough for he is building a violin for a virtuoso not an amateur. Even so he 

will have sufficient background to understand the violinist when he criticizes his instruments. For instance, he will under

stand ",nat the artist means when he tells him the violin does not play true in fifths. 

So far, so good. The maker being able to play with some slight proficiency has produced what he believes is an 

instrument with the tone qualities desired by the soloist. He has built a violin which he, the maker, considers ideal. It 

only remains now to have his instrument tested by the soloist - to hear it played by an expert. 

It is more than likely he will ask the soloist to play several violins made by different makers so that he, the maker, 

can compare the tone of his violin with others. This is often done for entertainment and instructioI" at our local meetings. 

However soloists are sometimes too kind hearted to criticize the instruments fully, with the result that the maker starts to 

form his own opinion as to the merits of the different violins played. Right here he runs into trouble for" a little knowledge 

is a dangerous thing". With his slight acquaintance with violin playing he is accepting the position of critic. Not only is 

he unqualified to fill this position but an added handicap presents itself, namely, prejudice. We do not blame him at all 

for this. It is human nature and, to be completely fair to him, is mostly a subconscious reaction. At any rate he is ruled 

out as a critic, at least where his own instruments are involved. 

How then is the maker able to have his creations correctly appraised? 

Undoubtedly the final decision must rest with the person who is likely to use it. The concert soloist or the orchestra 

player! Their decision must be final. All the nice things your friends have said about your violin and your own perhaps 

biased opinion, will go for naught if the violinist himself turns it down. 

The maker must in some way get his instrument into the hands of a first-class violinist, one that will give him a 

frank and honest opinion and fearless criticism. The maker will find that it is not always tone that captures the admiration 

of the player but a certain delightful handling quality, a responsiveness, an illusive something, that entirely fits the tempera

ment of the artist. Let us not suggest that tone will not take a prominent part in his decision! 

To sum up then -- It is not the listener who is the final judge but the performer. For him the instrument was made 

and he is also your prospective customer! 
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LOCAL NEWS 

The Lo cal Bo ys are very bu sy t hese days po lishing 
u p  the ir f iddles fo r t he Ho bby Sho w. Mu sic sto res in th e  

city will be so ld out of st rings to f it i nst rum ent s  fo r t his 

annu al event. 

At the m eeti ng held Ju ly 14th a comm ittee was 

appo int ed to ar range and de co rat e t he Booth wh ich ou r 

asso ciatio n has e nter ed. A l re ady o ver 30 vio lins, vio las, 

ce llo s and dou ble-basses have been prom ise d  fo r com pet i

t ion. 

We hear f rom t he Secret ary that se ve ral are comi ng 

in f rom out side po int s, o ne f rom f ar off Au st ralia. Also Mr. 

Earle Sangste r ho pe s to bri ng hi s vio li n  he re, in perso n. We 

ho pe he m ay do so and he wi ll re ceiv e  a de cide dly warm 

welcom e. 

By t he time you read t hi s  t he sho w wi ll be o ver and 

t he winners bu sy hangi ng u p  t heir ri bbo ns i n  t heir wo rksho ps. 

The m ain event at th is sam e  Ju ly me et ing was pro

vided fo r by Mr. Ho race P lim le y  who arrived wit h an o ld 

Mast er vio li n  he had lat ely acqu ired f rom Hill and So ns , 

Lo ndo n. This vio lin is a Jo annes Bapt ist e Ro geri m ade in 

1697 and is a splendid exam ple of t his m aker' s craftm anshi p 

and in perf ect preservat io n. 

Mr. Plim ley in past years was an ardent co llecto r of 

m aste rpieces. At o ne t im e  he own ed several St rads, yet su ch 

is his generou s sp irit, he had not o ne in hi s hom e to p lay 

him self. He o nce own ed The Lo rd N elso n  St rad. This 

inst rum ent was almo st o n  perm anent lo an to the lat e  J ean 

de Ri.m ano czy , o ne of Canada' s  leading vio linist s. 
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Besides th e  Ro geri vio li n Mr. Plim ley brou ght with 

him a repro du ct io n  of a painti ng of P aganini. Th is pictu re 

was present ed to Mr. Plim ley by Hill ¢ So ns. The o riginal 

hangs in the ent rance of t he Hill sho p. Paganini is said to 

have exp re ssed his pleasur e at t he pai nt ing, sayin g he co n

sidered it a very goo d  li keness. The Hill peo ple had 25 
re pro du ct io ns m ade and pre sent ed them to their most inti

m at e  f ri ends, amo ng th em Mr. Plim le y. Anoth er on e was 

gracious ly acce pte d by t he Qu een of th e  Neth erlands who 

o n  every o ccasio n has he lped and encou raged mu sic. 

We were very fo rtu nat e  to have at thi s me et ing 

Mr. Geo rge Tat e, a new Asso ciat e  Mem ber, who played 

the Ro geri fo r us. Mr. T at e is an accom plished player wit h 

sple ndid t echniqu e and delight ed t he au dience with m any 

num bers. 

The Ro geri i. s cert ai nly a sparkling inst rum ent wit h  

plenty of reserv e  po wer, and in t he hands of Mr. Tat e  gave 

all it had. 

We thank bo th Mr. Plim ley and Mr. Tat e  fo r t he 

privilege "f hearing th is rare t reat .  

Lat er o n  Mr. Tat e  playe d  several of th e  m em ber' s 

vio lins and it must be adm itted that f rom t he viewpo int of 

th e au die nce t he y  stoo d u p  very well against th e  Ro geri. 

Ho wever, f rom th e play er' s  react io ns, on e cou ld see t hat 

Mr. Tat e  was com plete ly e namo ured wit h th e  respo nsive

ness and to ne of Mr. Pl im ley' s instrum ent. 

Beside s  th e abo ve, th e Rev. Geo rge Wright ga ve th e 

m em be rs a t alk o n  the m any diffe rent kinds of woo d he h as 

exp erim ent ed with fo r m aking vio lins. Alto geth er a ve ry 

enjoy able eveni ng. 



ASSOCLA TE MEMBER WINS 

NOTABLE PRIZE 

N EWS M i n n e s o t a  S t a t e h o o d  C e n t e n n i a l  

1858-1958 

1958 University Avenue 

To: National Music Publications 

From: Gerard Samuel 

Don Padilla 

Saint Paul 4 

Simone F. Sacconi, of New York, internationally

known maker and restorer of stringed instruments, chose a 

violin by Mathias Dahl, 89 S. 10th St., Minneapolis, as 

the best in the Minnesota Centennial Violin Makers' 

Competition held recently. 

This event - first of its kind in the United States -

was part of the Minnesota Centennial Music Festival, a 

three-week program featuring twenty concerts of varied 

types of music. Designed to honor the many fine makers 

of stringed instruments in Minnesota and to encourage 

excellence in the craft, the competition had 21 entries. 

The instniments were judged for craftmanship, 

playability and sound. The fourteen violins and one viola 

selected for best craftsmanship were played by Richard 

Adams and Gaetano Molieri, of the Minneapolis Symphony 

Orchestra, who, together with Sacconi, judged responsive

ness and sound. In addition to the grand award, special 

mention was given to instruments made by ] oseph E. Duval, 

Minneapolis, Lothat Meisel, Owatonna, and Oscar Nash, 

Adrian, Minnesota. 

Robert]amieson, the Minneapolis Symphony's prin

cipal cellist, was chairman of the competition. 

* * * * * * * * * 

The following is from one who knows Mr. Mathias 

Dahl and his violins. 

Gentlement of the violin world: 

Every violinist, violin lover, knows the history of 

tile old violin makers of Cremona, Brescia, Venice, 

Turin, Milan, etc. and about the old secret of varnish 

and filler they were applying on the violin before varnish, 

which produces the famous Italian tone, especially the 

Cremona violins of Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Amah, etc. 

called as the lost art, even ilie great French violin maker 

Vuillume put in the oven several hundred of various Italian 

old violins to dissolve ilie varnish and filler, and discover 

ilie real formula, and failed. But today is a famous violin 

maker by the name of Mailiias Dahl, who is the only man 

in the world today who really has discovered the original 

filler and cremona varnish, and has succeeded to get the 

real cremona tone, equal to the best Stradivarius and 

Guarncrius violins if not better, besides his artistic work

manship is far superior to any Stradivarius and Guarnerius 

violin, and his varnish work is astonishing. It is really im

possible to describe how great a man is Mailiias Dahl, be

cause every so often you read how somebody has discovered 

this and iliat, and when you see iliem for yourself, they are 

nothing but ordinary, but not as in the case of this great 

artist. 

It is simply fantastic to believe but when you lay 

your eyes on one of his instruments, you think of dreaming 

the impossible. I wish everybody would come to Minnea-

polis and pay tribute to iliis great genius, just like the old 

pilgrims, and forget for a time about the lost Italian art. 

Peter Zotalis, 

Minneapolis, Minn. 
�--�----------

Mathias Dahl 
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A TESTIMONIAL TO MR. GUNNAR SANBORN 

AND HIS 'HARMONIC TUNING SYSTEM" 

by 

Gustav Hammarlund 

Torna - Haellestad, Sweden 
Translation: R. von Reis 

Editor's Note: We have given a great deal of prominence in the Journal to the Microtone system of violin making as 
practised by Mr. Kristian Skou of Denmark. 

Another pioneer and edvocate of this system is Mr. Gunnar Sanborn of Gtlteborg, Sweden. He is possibly the first 

maker and investigator to realize the significance of the microtone. Mr. Sanborn calls it ''The Cremona Tuning Method." 

It is also called ''The Harmonic Tuning Method." 

As far as we can ascertain, Mr. Sanborn's system differs somewhat to Mr. Skou's methods. Sanborn "builds around 
the air tone". Microtones are employed which are sympathetic to this tone. Skou, on the other liand, sets pretty definite 
notes which he will use on both plates. Both makers appear to have great success with their individual systems. 
We hope that when Mr. S kou completes his present series on the microtone system, we can prevail upon Mr. Sanborn to 
outline his methods. 

The following article is by a very dose friend of Mr. Sanborn. An admirer of both Sanborn and the system he employs. 

When I, 47 years ago, made my first violin, this 
happened because I wanted to satisfy a strong desire to have 
a violin with a real brilliant tone. To those knowing what 

violin making is it is unnecessary to mention that my first 
attempt turned out to be a disappointment. This violin was 
followed by a few more, but with no better results. After 
some years interval I started again with intensified interest. 
However, during this interval my thoughts often circled 
around the tone problem, and now I really wanted to attack 
the problem and try to get better results. 

As far as time permitted, I devoted it to experi

ments and studies of available literatures in the matter and 
making new violins by different methods or from drawings of 
the old masters' violins. Many changes and adjustments 
were also made on the completed instruments in order to 
improve the tone, but in most cases with negative results. 

Well, when the whole thing was built upon guesses, assum
ptions and lack of knowledge, what else could be expected? 

After the second world war I started to travel in our 

country with the purpose of visiting as many as possible of 
my colleagues in the Swedish Violin Makers Association. 
Naturally I wanted to exchange experiences with them and 

in this way come a bit nearer to the solution of the tone 
problem. I have really travelled thousands of Swedish miles 
(6 English to a Swedish mile) on our roads for the purpose. 
But again the results were very poor and my violins weren't 
much better. 
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Well, time pa.ssed, and at the beginning of 1958· 

our Assocation 's publication, "Sl�d och Ton" started a series 
of articles by Gunnar Sanborn, who there introduced his new 
Harmonic Tuning Method, adaptable, by the way, to all 
string instruments, guitars, mandolines, pianos, also any
thing where vibrating membranes are used, for instance in 
loudspeakers or microphones. Here I found something new, 
which I never before thought of or ever saw printed. But his 
ideas and experiences in practice looked very logical to me 
and seemed to explain much that I never before had been 
able to understand. A hectic time began with analyzing, 
training the hearing and with experiments. It certainly 
wasn't as easy, as I thought at the first moment, to hear 
these very weak sounds in the violin wood, and it took nearly 
2 years before the ear had got enough training, and I was 
able to decide about the tone pitches. And to possess this 
ability of tone distinguishing is a must! 

Even in my very first attempts to follow the new 
method I found that the tone of the violins became much 
better than by any other method I had previously used. Still 
the new violins had many serious faults, which I could detect 
later on, when more experienced. In order to study the art 
and learn it as soon as possible I chose to rework nonexpensive 
instruments, and to my deep delight they gave, when com

pleted, a tone far superior to which I had produced before. 
When my first excitement and eagerness had cooled down a 

bit, I worked with more care, and the results were better 
and better. Now, I definitely know that the closer I can 



reach to the perfection of this system, the more brilliant 

will be the tone. I have been practicing this theory now in 

its every detail, and I claim and state that it is 100'10 

accurate. 

I have now reworked 18 violins and I assume and 

believe it has been done according to the same principles 

that made Stradivarius and Bergonzi paste a label inside 

some of the instrumeuts with the inscription: "Ruisto, e 

corretto da me". Some of the last instruments I repaired 

were expensive old Italian master violins, consider.ed to 

be " out", and with defective tone. After repairing them 

the instruments had regained their brilli.ant tone, and 

they were returned to the delighted owners. Again and 

again I have asked myself, what I should have done with 

these violin ''ruins'', i.f I hadn't spent my time on learning 

the Harmonic Tlming Method. Where should I have begtm 

and where should I have finished? 

All these good experiences have encouraged me 

very much, and hardly a day goes without feeling the joy 

at having a "sure fire" method and system to trust upon at 

my work. Sometimes people ask me if I am not afraid of 

failures and mistakes. I have replied that there are no 

such risks, as long as I carefully and with precision follow 

the method. If I make "side steps", or I am careless, 

this will invari.ably result in a bad tone quality. 

I know very well of the objections made against 

the Air Tone and its importance. Here is my view on the 

point: A person should never make any declaration or 

statement in the matter without having experienced the 

great - nearly revolutionary, perhaps, improvement of the 

tone quality which will be the result when two harmonically 

tuned plates have come in close resonance to the Air Tone. 

A long row of perS0ns are asking for help to cure 

their sick violins, and I now have a job for unsurveyable time 

in the future. I naturally will use the new method. But I 

finally just want to ask this question: " Is there any reason 

why I should now return to the stage where I was before 

learning the Harmonic Tuning Method? To my primitive 

conception of wood sizes, thicknesses, my attempts with 

different systems with their complicated geometrical and 

mathematical rules, to miracle, working varnishes, impreg

nated wood, and I don't know of all?" My reply is: " There 

is only one method to follow, and this means right now, 

a Proceeding! By the use of a method, entirely built upon 

the acoustic principles and where the great and main thing 

is our hearing, our ear. I have tested the method thoroughly, 

and becalLSe I know it gives a richer experience of music 

both to the player and listener, I am quite sure it will 

create a new culture to the violin. 

* * * * * * * *  

THE DALLA VALLE COLLECTION CREMONA 

by John Murray 

(Stationed with the armed services in 

Germany) 

Readers of this Journal may be interested in my 

impressions of a recent visit I made to the little town on 

the Banks of the River Po, which has produced so many 

world famous Violin Makers and so many Master instru

ments/Cremona. 

Parts of the town, especially in the vicinity of the 

Cathedral, have the characteristic narrow winding streets 

which do not seem to have changed much since the heyday 

of Stradivarius, Guarneri and all the other Artist Craftsmen 

of the Violin making world. 

The house in which Stradivarius and his family 

settled soon after his,second marriage can still be seen at 

what is now 5 5  Corso Garibaldi. The other famous house 

in St. Dominico Square was unfortunately demolished in 

1889. The site of the house and the surrounding area has 

been made into a Public Garden, now the Piazza Roma. 
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However an excellent description of Strad House and an 

amusing account of the difficulty he had in locating it can 

be found in My Musical Life by the Rev. H. R. Haweis. 

Apparently in the Cremona of his day very few people even 

knew, much less cared about Antonius Stradivarius. While 

on this subject, there is, in the Stradivari Musewn, a painting 

by Alessandro Rinaldi showing the Master at work. It was 

painted in 1886 and Rinaldi is said to have used the actual 

workshop as a basis of the painting. 

It is the Dalla Valle collection in the new Town Hall 

that would have the primary interest of the fiddle makers, 

however, so I will describe the various items as best I can. 

I have taken a number of photographs, not very good ones 

I'm afraid but nevertheless they should help a little. 

The pieces on show are housed in six cases, the first 

on one side of the room comprising wood and metal clamps 



of different sizes, a bass bar clamp, compasses and 
dividers. There are also two wooden and three heavy 
wire sets of thicknessing calipers; these are without any 
sort of measuring acale - a number of scrapers, gouges 
and knives, a small folding rule, and, finally, particularly 
intriguing - a small metal funnel still liberally coated with 
red, red brown, and gold colored resins. 

The next case contains 16 Violin and 3 Viola Moulds 
all of the inside type and all cut from the same wood, a 
variety of Yellow Pine. On the top shelf centre is the block 
Stradivari used as a rest in scooping out the tables. The 
moulds by the way are all about an inch thick so what sys
tem did Strad use for regulating rib height? 

The adjoining case shows paper and wooden models 
for fittings (bridges, tailpieces, etc.). There are various 
designs for bridges of the Tartini type. 

The last case on the side of the room which I have 
be�n describing, is devoted to the Two Violas made in 
1690 as part of an order commissioned by the Duke of 
Tuscany. It shows the two moulds for the Viola Contralto" 
and the Viola Tenore. There is a complete set of draw
ings for each instrument, scroll, sound holes and so on, as 
well as models in wood and paper for the fittings for each 
instrument. Each set of drawings is complete and has a 
diagram for the positioning of the FF holes. 

The Viola Tenore is today in the Museum of the 
Cherubini Conservatory of Music in Florence. It still car
ries the original fingerboard, tailpiece and bridge. The 
Viola Contralto disappeared during the French invasion of 
Italy by the Revolutionary Armies under Napoleon. 

On the other side of the Room there are two cases. 
The first contains the drawings and paper models for a 
Cello, for a Lute and its fittings and a diagram for the 
positioning of the FF holes for a Violin. There is also a 
mould complete with blocks for a small Violin of about 
six inches body length. This is accompanied with drawings 
for the scroll sound holes, bridge, etc. 

FOR 

The last case of the Stradivari collection proper dis
plays drawings and stencils Stradivari made for the ornamen
tation of such Violins as the Hellier, the Greffuhle and the 

Rode. These drawings which are in ink must be seen to be 
appreciated; they are wonderfully detailed and beautifully 
dra wn. There is one drawing in particular of a Griffin which 
is drawn on square paper. This is a little work of art. 

Readers of course are familiar with the device Strad 
used on his labels - the Maltese Cross, with his initials en
closed in a double circle. The case shows actual stamp 
with which Strad stamped so many of his" labels. It is 
carved from hardwood (Maple), and is well stained with black 
ink. This case also contains many more paper models for 
fitting as well as a set of Arching templates in wood for 
Nicolo Amatis I "Grand model". 

The room houses five more cases. The first contains 
Mandolins and Guitars by Nicolo Bergonzi and Pietro Grulli. 
The second with a Violin by Carlo Bergonzi ( 1 1), one by 
Dalla Costa and a Violin and a Pochette by Pietro Grulli. 
The third case displays three cases, one of which is by 
J. B. Ruggeri; the second unnamed, and the third a modern 
instrument. The remaining two cases show a half sized 
Violin of the Amati School and a badly damaged 3/4 sized 
Amati Violin (I think this was by Andrea). At the foot of the 
room is the carved marble top from the well which was in 
the yard of Strada House and on the wall a fragment of his 
bench. There is also a fragment of the carved wooden Facia 
with part of his name from the sign which hung outside his 
shop. The Collection is completed with the large painting 
by Rinaldi which I mentioned earlier. It is interesting to 
note that there is a department in the town hall just below 
the Stradivari Room which now houses an International 
School of Violin Making. This was unfortunately closed 
when I was there. 

May I say in closing this short article that on my two 
visits to the Dalla Valle Collection I was very much im
pressed by the meticulous care evidence in the models and 
dra wings there. It was certainly worth the trip and one day 
1 hope to go there again. (photos on next page. ) 

SALE 

90 different old copies of lIThe Strad" magazine, 1924-1940. 

Apply Edward J. Stuekerjuergen, 2925 Ave. K. Fort Madison, 

Iowa, U. S. A. 
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Exhibit cases of the Dalla Valle Collection and Strad's House (marked X) 



FIddle 
"XI 

Th e scro ll o f  a vio lin t akes a lot o f  abuse and it 

h as always b een a wo nder to m e  ho w th ey m anage to 

su rvive at all. I h ad o ne recent ly fo r repair th at h ad th e 

pro ject in g  ear o n  o ne side bro ken o ff and lo st; it was a clean 

break, indicat ing th at a fairly severe blo w  h ad kno cked it 

o ff; mo st likely som eo ne h ad been beat ing t im e  with it. 

Being bro ken o ff at th e root , it too k with it a sm all po rt io n  

o f  th e descending cu rl as sho wn in th e sh aded area F igure 1 

and Figu re 2 at A. In m aking th e repair, o r  m aybe it shou ld 

F!.9.t. 
�-
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mo re appro priat ely be call ea a resto rat io n, you will recall 

th at th e  piece h as been lo st so th e  first o perat io n will be to 

prepare th e wo rk fo r a piece th at we will glu e o n, and th en 

t rim to m at ch th e o ppo sit e ear. 

W ith sm all ch isel, level o ff th e spot o n  th e scro ll 

wh ere th e pair is indicat ed and t rim squ are th e side o f  th e 

spiral o n  a line level with th e  to p o f  th e m issing butto n o r  

ear as shown at B Figu re 1 and Figure 2. 

No w fo r th e replacem ent piece, cut a piece o f  

m aple h aving a to p view as sho wn at Figu re 3. Th is piece 

will ha ve o ne rou nded end C h aving th e sam e  radiu s  as the 

m issing piece at th e po int D Figu re 1 ,  th e  side vi ew o f  the 

replacem ent piece will be as sho wn in perspect ive at 

Figure 4, th is piece will h ave th e grain ru nni ng ho rizo nt al 

acco rding to Figu re 4, cut edge E Figu re 4, squ are as shown 

and m ake the piece sm all enough to fit in th e  area o f  th e 

brt! ak; m ake su re you get a clean fit at poi nt B Figu re 1 and 

th e rou nde d h eel o f  th e replac em ent pie ce wil l t ak e  care of 

po int D. 

Glu e  th is piece in place with fre sh hot glue and 

leave o verni ght. It will th en be a com parati vely easy jo b 

to t rim th e added piec e  to th e requ ired fo rm , m atch ing the 
o ppo sit e  side o f  th e scro ll. 



A VIOLA IN THE MAKING 
( 1962) 

Having finished my most recent project; A thirty 
inch Strad model 'Cello, and being more than satisfied 
with the tonal results, I started thinking about what should 
be next; another 'Cello? A lot of hard work, but so gratify
ing when brought to successful completion; especially so when 
you are a player of the instrument; or should it be another 
violin? Perhaps I should catch up on the myriad of other 
things that had to be done. Well, it happened that I didn't 
have much choice in the matter because in a sense it had 
been decided for me quite some time ago (although I didn't 
know it at the time). 

A good friend gave me a plank of curly maple; he 
explained that he got the board fifty years ago from another 
person who'd had it for 25 years; he had kept it all those years 
with the thought in mind that someday he would make a vio
lin; however, he never did get started on that fiddle and 
being well advanced in years he had been looking for a worthy 
recipient. He had read an article about me and my work and 
had looked me up; he said he was giving me the wood as he 
wished to see a finished instrument made from it. 

The plank didn't look like much, it was very rough 
and soiled, and had a warp in it, it was one inch thick and 
14 inches wide, by about six feet long; however, that old 
gent knew what he had and I had a hunch that he was right; 
one sure couldn't tell by the appearance of it. As you might 
guess, I didn't lose much time in taking it to the mill where 

(cont'd. from page 36) 
or some modem composer. 

This is not to condemn modem music--far from it. 
It has a definite place in our scheme of things, but too often, 
it is put on the young student before he is ready for it and he 
breaks his fingers on the stuff before he can play fl Andante" 
by Gluck decently. Believe it or not, the latter little piece, 
if played really well, will make as fine an impression as 
some of the modern "sonatas". If this trend away from the 
smaller pieces continues, we will soon have a small but well
schooled. "cliche" of violinists and students who play and 
appreciate nothing but major works. They can then play for 
each other, but not for the public, as Kreisler and Elman 
have done. They can and will look down on the average 
music lover with something of disdain if said music lover 
does not go into some fit of ecstasy over their performances 
of strident and discordant "modern''music--which means we 
will hear more talk among the ordinary music lover of a 
hatred for "long haired" music. Such pieces as "Humoreske" 
by Dvorak are not heard these days, but Kreisler and Stem 
have played it with great success--so have a few other artists. 
But any fresh graduate in violin would look down his nose at 
you if you asked him to play it--he wants to play Paganini 
and Prokofief instead! 

I have often asked the string teachers in these string 
classes if they ever � for their students. Their answer is 
always the same; they do not have time to practise or play, 
but sometimes, they pick up the violin for just a moment 
during the class to "demonstrate" a cartain bowing. That is 
all. To me, it is not enough. Teachers should play for their 
students, and play well . They should play music the student 
can understand and music the student can hope to play him
self in the not too distant future. Only in this way can the 
musical taste of the student be developed and cultivated as 
it should. It is better to play "Souvenir" by Drdla really 
well for the student than to run to the hi-fi set and put on 
the Paganini Caprices for the student to hear. The student 
feels that he could learn the "Souvinir" and play himself, 
but he knows he can never hope to play the Paganini Caprices 
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I had them run it through the planer and dress off both sides 
to a thickness of 3/4". 

It was a revelation. Even the mill operator who was 
anything but a fiddle man, remarked, "What a beautiful 
piece of wood", and he was right. I could visualise several 
fine one piece backs and plenty of wood for ribs, all finished 
and varnished, and that beautiful grain shining through, but 
it didn't work out that way. 

I was visiting the esteemed violin maker Mario 
Frosali at Los Angeles, and the conversatIon got around to 
violas and the relative merits of different lengths and models; 
he showed me a set of outline patterns that he had for a 
16 3/4" Guadagnini model that he had got from Sacconi 
in New York many years ago; it was then that I thought of 
that nice plank of curly maple and the outcome was that 
my friend Frosali loaned me the patterns to copy and I 
didn't lose any time in getting started on that viola; the 
back and ribs are finished, the scroll is carved and the rest 
coming along nicely. 

This morning I called the old gentleman who gave 
me the wood and invited him to come and see what is 
happening to his plank of curly maple. You can be sure 
that he won't lose any time getting here. Will give a 
further report and pictures when the instrument is finished. 

Harry S. Wake 

as Ricci plays them. 
Thirty years ago, violinists and teachers often had 

regular radio programs in which they presented these 
smaller pieces really well. Today, no teacher or violinist 
would think of a radio or TV program unless he was prepar
ed to present a major concerto--preferably a new or modem 
one not heard before. To play the repertory which has made 
the violin loved the world over would be "hackneyed". 
Actually, it would be hackneyed to only a few violinists 
and musicians who have heard these older pieces until 
they claim they are sick of them--but to the general public, 
such performances would really be welcome. And I have 
seen violinists who claimed they were sick of "Andante 
Cantabile'! come out of a Kreisler or Elman performance 
of it with starry eyes. Why? Because the music was 
played in a touching manner. That touching manner didn't 
just happen with Kreisler and Elman--these artists worked 
on smaller pieces with the same devotion and sincerity of 
purpose they put into major concertos. My advice to every 
violinist would be to throw away the major works for two 
weeks and put the time and effort on the beloved smaller 
works for the violin and to play them really well and in a 
finished and touching manner. In this way, the love for 
the violin as an instrument for expression would grow and 
grow. It would appeal to the general public, to the 
casual listener, and if well done, it would even appeal to 
the sophisticated lover of "long haired" music. This pro
cedure should be adopted unless we want the violin to be 
confined to a small but highly specialized group of per
formers and listeners. Get out these old beloved composi
tions and play them well at every opportunity for the 
younger students. Forget the newspaper critics and music 
critics--they are usually wrong anyway. Remember, they 
crucified Beethoven in his day, Brahms in his day, and of 
course, they will crucify you if you play Schubert's "Ave 
Maria" --but the audience will love you for playing it if 
you do it well. The object of all this, of course, is to 
promote a love and appreciation for stringed instruments 
and for string music.. Is there a better objective? 



INTERNATIONAL VIOLIN COMPANY 
HEADQUARTERS FOR VIOLIN SUPPLIES 

Violin Wood at Big Savings. Seasoned Spruce Tops-One and 
Two Piece Quarter Sawed Maple for Backs. Very Select Quality 

Ebony Finger Boards, Pegs, etc. Our Assortment of Violin Supplies 
is Complete. Savings are Tremendous. Write for Price List 

LUIGI NICOSECO OIL VARN ISH - THE WORLDS FIN EST 

Enhances the value of any Violin. This incomparable Oil Varnish is renowned around 

the world for its Superior Excellence. Never Smears-never Checks-imparts a most 
Distinctive Finish to your Violin. iJries in one day� 

NOTE THESE LOW PRICES FOR SUCH SUPERB QUALITY 

Neutral or Any Color Desired: Per Pint - $3.50, 2 Oz. Bottle - 80c 
1 Doz. Assorted 2 Oz. Bottles - $8.00. Prices F.O.B. Baltimore, Md. 

Send for a Sample Order Today and ask for the Violin Makers Supply Price list 

NEW "BOW-HAIR" SENSATION - Have you trouble in getting good 
Bow Hair and paying exhorbitant prices? If so, try our Chieftain 
White Nylon Bow Hair - a 1960 revelation. 

Our "CHIEFTAIN WHITE NYLON BOW HAIR" is stronger than the 
old type horse hair and is highly praised by all violin makers and 
violinists who use it. 

Per Pound, Hank $20.00 Y2 Pound - - - - $1 0�50 
Per Doz. Units $ 5.00 Per Gross - - $48.00 

Postage Extra 

INTERN ATIO N AL VIOLIN COMPANY 

414 East Baltimore St., Baltimore 2, Maryland, U.S.A. 

I TA L I AN V I O L I  N S - V IO L A S  
'THE WORLD'S BEST" 

Mo dern - H a n dm a de - C ert i f i e d  - Amer ic a's Fo r e m o s t  I m po rt er 

Suturtan mudic 
MARLIN BRINSER 

6 4 3  S T UYV E SANT AVE. - I RV I N GT O N, N .J., U.S.A. 

m u s i c teac he rs  

JEAN N E T T E L U N  DO U I S T  

VIOLIN, VIOLA, THEORY 

G E N E V I E V E  L U NDQ U I S T 

P IANO, V IOLA, COACH-ACCOMP ANYING 

2505 CAMBRIDGE STREET, VANCOUVER, B. C. 

PHONE: AL 5-1213 

VIOLIN MAKERS - SOMETHING NEW 

FOSSIL WOOD 
Allow yourself the pleasure of owning an instrument with power, 

refinement and nobility of tone. Try our Patent Fossil Wood. 
Why not enjoy making a Genuine Master Violin 

Make a S trad or a Guarneri del G esu yourself! The world's most 

beautiful and best sounding violin woo d -- foss il woo d o f  old

f ashio ned cremona type -- can now be obtained. Writ e to : 

JAN HILBERT NORLANDER 
GUN NILSE, SWEDEN 



T H E  FAMOUS 'V INC ENZO SEVASTA VARN I S H  
Time tested and proven since 1916, and now supplied by us to 

Leading Master Violin Makers all over the world. Also used 

exclusively on our own Weaver "Master Tone" Violins. 

COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY - FINE ELASTIC SOLIDITY 

Offers the most wonderful rubbing finish after seven days drying. 

Produces that strong, mellow tone. A trial will convince you. 

Colors: Yellow, Brown, and Red. We also supply Fillers, Stains, 

and coloring extracts. Triple distilled Venetian Turps. Fine quality 

Genuine Ox-hair Varnish Brushes, 1/2, 3/4 , and one inch. 

Write for Prices, Particulars, or Advice to: 

Herman Weaver Universal Viol in Va rnish SpeciaHSJ 
411 0 Belle Ave., Baltimore 15, Md., U.S.A. 

M a s t e r  V iolin M ake r s  S i n c e  1898. 

T he'Lu t h  ie r' 

MODERN TOOLS FOR TIlE AMATEUR AND PROFES�'}NAL VIOLIN MAKER (Patents applied for) 

VIOLIN EDGE ROUTER AND PURFLING GROOVE CUTTING MA�HINE. Designed by an Engineer and Violin Maker. 
Built to last forever. Saves its cost on one violin. Complete with cutters and accessories. PRICE $112. 

Send for particulars to: HARRY S. WAKE, Luthier Lodge, 1461 Rosecrans St., San Diego 6, California, U. S. A. 

�-.-�-, r',Ii 1 , 1 �T! 
,;:[ 1 'j ! " 

Sen sa tion a l New Bending I ro n  

DESIGNED BY AN 
ENGIN EER-VIOLIN 
MAKER. 
(Patents applied for. ) 

INEXPENSIVE 600 WATT HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIC ELEMENT IS EASILY 
REPLACED. IRON CAN BE QUICKLY ADJUSTED EVEN WHILE HOT. 
YOU JUST CAN'T BREAK OR BURN TIlE WOOD WHEN USING THE 
'LUTIlIER'. WILL BEND TIlE 'Cst AS FAST AS 'ONE, TWO, TIlREE'. 

COMPLETELY 
ADJUSTABLE FOR 
BENDING 'C' RIDS 
OF ANY SlZE FROM 
HALF SlZE VIOLIN 
TO FULL SlZE 
VIOLA. 
PRICE: $39.50 

HA R R Y  S .  W A K E, LUTIlIER LODGE, 1 4 61 R o s e c r a n s  S t r e e t ,  S a n  D i e g o  6 ,  C ali f o r n i a ,  U. S .A. 



(i" . 1"9 m a ke rs A N D 

In our Living Makers series for this issue we have 

with us none other than ;)ur friend Mr. Harry Wake. We 

take special pride in presenting him for very few Members 

have assisted with our Journal more sincerely than has Mr. 

Wake. 

Harry is without doubt one of the leading makers on 

this continent. His violins not only possess a rare quality 

of tone but workmanship and finish portray the master

craft sman. 

We are indebted to Mr. Maurice Roy of La Jolla, 

California (pronounced La Hoya) for the description of 

this master 's work. Mr. Roy is a Master Photographer and 

violinist of considerable ability and a fellow member of 

our association. 

H. Sebastian Wake 

by Maurice Roy 

Among the contemporary American Luthiers there 

are a few having outstanding talent for producing instruments 

possessing exceptional tonal qualities together with superb 

thei r 
,c, 

e� 
i nstf U«\ 

The scroll is well carved and of bold outline, having 

graceful curves and good character in keeping with the rest 

of the instrument. 

The modeling of the instrument is medium, however 

the arching is slightly higher across the lower bouts; this, 

together with the deeper ribs here, gives it rather robust 

appearance. 

This maker has, by carefully selecting the best 

European wood and studiously matching and graduating the 

plates, achieved the results so much desired but seldom 

found in a new instrument; tone; rich and full , well bal

anced over all strings and with a quality totally unexpected. 

This indeed is the work of a master of whom much more 

will be heard of in the future. The label is hand printed 

and reads: 

MA D E  B Y  
H .  S E B . W A K E  

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
ANNO 1 9 6 2  No.$'7 

modelling and finish: Among these is the little !mown maker 
Measurements of the instrument shown are 

whose work is pictured this month. 
14" length • • • • • • • • •  

Henry Sebastian Wake is a highly skilled artisan, 

possessing that sixth sense which enables him to produce 
violins having a tone of volume and quality rarely found 

in a new instrument. 

Patterned on the lines of Stradivarius this violin 

shows exquisite detail in the slightly raised and well defined 

edges, these edges being masterfully handled in the corners 

where the greatest difficulty lies. The purfling is narrow 

and well executed, a pleasing distance from the edge and 

artistically calculated to blend with the whole concept 

rather than with any one part of it. 

The 'F" boles are cleanly and boldly cut and show 

interesting individuality in the lower sweep which pleasingly 

and HARMONIOUSLY complett!s the picture. 

upper bouts • • • • •  6 3/8" 

center bouts • • • •  4 3/4" 

lower bouts • • • • •  8" 

Mr. Wake was bom in England at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 

July 1900. His father, Ernest Wake, a protege of John 

Dunn, was well known as a musician and violinist, later 

took up the 'Cello and became a master concert performer 

011 that instrument; although he was a master on both instru

ments he was perhaps better known as a 'Cellist than a 

violinist; now residing at Douglas, Isle of Man ( 1962) and 

approaching his 90th year, he will be remembered by many 

living today. 

Henry Sebastian had a natural aptitude with tools 

and was at an early age restoring and adjusting violins 

and 'Cellos for his father; this was followed by a desire to 
13 



make violins: Much experimenting was done and several 

violins were turned out bearing the label Wake and Son. 

Then came a period of study of varnishes and again much 

experimenting which resulted in the development of a fine 

rich red brown varnish similar to that used on the instrument 

shown. 

By his 2 1st year the son was a skilled artisan and an 

accomplished 'C ellist, and decided to make his future in 

America; resided in New York City for four years studying 

music and developing his 'Cello technique ; being by this 

time an excellent performer on the instrument, his time 

and talents were much in demand and little work was done 

with violins. 

In 1926 Mr. Wake married and settled at Philadelphia 

where he remained for almost thirty years; these were busy 

years and although his keen interest never diminished, 

there was little time for violin making because Wake 

the musician, the artist, the craftsman, now took to the 

study of engineering seriously, while making a livelihood 

as a professional musician; and by 1940 had abandoned 

his career in music entirely for that of engineering in the 

aircraft industry, and devoted the next twenty years to that 
profession. 

Now retired in the balmy climate of Southern 

California at San Diego where he has resided for the past 

ten years, Mr. Wake maintains a nice collection of 

Antique Violins and enjoys an enviable reputation as con

noisseur and restorer of old instruments, however, he is 

making masterpieces in the art, and fortunate is the man 

who possesses one of them. 

Side view and S croll of violin by Harry Wake. 
(More pictures on page 16. ) 
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A VISIT TO LUn-HER LODGE 

by J .  V. Glade 

While in Los Angeles recently on a visit, I decided 

that I would extend my trip a little and drive down to S an 

Diego for a visit with Harry Wake at Luthier Lodge: I must 

say right here that it was a most rewarding visit and will be 

long remembered by me. 

Arriving at the Lodge in mid afternoon I was greeted 

warmly by Mr. and Mrs. Wake, and it didn 't take long for 

us to get acquainted when we got on the subject of fiddles 

and fiddle making. 

H arry is a man of light stature; active and wiry; I 

could see at once that he is a man of boundless energy ; a 

good talker in precise English, and as I soon discovered, a 

good listener too. 

The Lodge is a neat motel of sixteen units with the 

violin department occupying the front of the building on 

the main thorofare ; the front entrance leads into a small 

vestibule where the pictures and framed award certificates 

on the wall let you know at once that you are in the right 

place; adjoining is the collection room where large show

cases line the walls; these contain row upon row of old 

violins; French, Italian, English, German ; all by famous 

old masters and all in top playing condition: One case 

contains the violins that Harry has made, and the trophies 

they have won ;  I was particularly impressed with the work

manship and the varnish of his violins, and with Grand 

A ward trophies to show for tone, they must be O . K .  in that 

department also. Adjoining this violin room is the work

shop where you see not only the tools and equipment of a 

violin maker with the usual bottles of varnish, violin forms, 

etc. but those of an Engineer, designer, and Mechanic; 

because Harry Wake is all of these as proved by the mach

ines and special tools he has produced, and the patents he 

holds. 

I was shown to my room which proved to be modem, 

comfortable and complete: T. V. , Radio, Heat, shower, 

etc. what more could one want? And at a price less than 

one would pay at a Travel-lodge or similar motel. After 

resting awhile
'

l was thinking about dinner and discovered 

that there are all kinds of eating places within short walk

ing distance, so I settled for the Fishermans Wharf Rest

aurant across the street, overlooking the Bay and all the 

boats; I had an excellent dinner and the surroundings were 

most enjoyable. 

Getting back to the fiddles again in the evening, 

H arry showed me a 'Cello he has just recently completed; 
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it is still unvarnished but is strung up for playing; I was 

truly amazed to hear how this man can play the 'Cello and 

the marvelous tone of that instrument; it was then that I 

learned that Harry has been playing since age seven and 

has played with the major Symphony Orchestras. 

I examined a viola that Harry has now in the making 

and which he hopes to have ready, together with the 'Cello 

for next October Violin Makers Competition in A rizona, the 

viola has a beautiful one p iece back and 1 was shown how 

the delicate edge work is done on the 'Luthier' edge router 

machine which is designed and built by Mr. Wake: I also 

was shown the new rib bending iron that has some excellent 

new design features. 

I was thoroughly enjoying myself and we talked 

fiddles until away past my bedtime: This man hc lds no 

secrets; he speaks freely and evidently enjoys helping you 

with your problems, however he makes it clear that 'this 

is his way of doing something' and that that does not neces

sarily mean that it is the most correct way. I had always 

had some difficulty with the finishing of my violin necks; 

they lacked that nice smooth finish and polish, so I men

tioned this to Mr. Wake; he smiled and without any hesi

tation said ' would you like me to show you how I do it? 

Whereupon he reached for the linseed oil and the shellac 

and in less than
-

five minutes I had the most b eautiful French 

polish job on ' , e . •  eck of one of my violins: He then handed 

the cloth to m..: and said 'Now let me see you do one ' and 

under his watchful guiJance I was able to do a good job on 

another violin. I was elated because nobody knows how 

many years I had looked for an answer to this problem. We 

discussed many things until it was for me, quite late and I 

retired to rest for the night having thoroughly enjoyed myself. 

The next morning I found that my host was up and 

around quite early; he explained that h e  always has coffee 

ready at seven for departing guests; we continued our dis

cussion, covering many subj ects until finally the time came 

for me to reluctantly make my departure. 

On looking back and reviewing my visit to Luthier 

Lodge, there are a few things that impressed me very much ; 

the beautiful bay with the colorful fishing boats right close 

by; the excellent restaurant overlooking the bay where I had 

such a fine fish dinner. The high class surroundings; so many 

fine establishments adj acent to Luthier Lodge: The park on 

the hill with its historic b ackground: The Greek Theatre 

nearby: The beautiful homes built along the bay: However 

the most interesting thing to me was Mr. Wake's fine 



collection of violins and the way he cares for them; the 

C ello he has made; its marvelous tone and the way he 

can play it. His inventions of machines to assist the 

violin maker. Above all I was impressed with the man, 

and the experience he has gaiped in a lifetime of honest 

work in a profession that I love, his lUlSelfishness and 

willingness to help others. I appreciate the way Mr. Wake 

helped me with the French polishing of my violin necks. 

I have since done all my violins and they look fine. 

Since my visit to Luthier Lodge I have written to 

Mr. Wake and my closing words to him were then, as 

they will be now, you are indeed a lucky man to be able 

to do the things you love to do and to have such an under

standing wife to encourage and support your efforts: I 

salute you both, Harry and D orothy Wake. 

Top and Back of Harry Wake 's Violin 
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N AT I V E  W O O DS O F  B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A S U I T A BL E  F O R  

V I O L I  N C O N STRU C T  I O N . by DQ n Wh i t e  

This series has been somewhat interrupted owing to lack of space in the last two jssue�. 
On July 14th a most interest ing an.d i nstructive lecture was presented by Rev. George Wri.ght to the Local "Active" 

M embers. I am i nserting the highLights of th is lecture as I feel it contains i mportant information for th e maker. 

It will be noted that some of the woods mentioned arc not native to B. C. They are included bec ause of the 
experimental results obta ined from them. 

Chapter 5 .  Violin Wood Experi ments by Georgl' Rem ington 
Wright, of Vancouv er, B. C .  

I have been asked to g ive a report on my findings from 
experiments I hav e  made OVl'r a period of s i xty f ive y e ars 
(65) on fifteen different wood for Bellies and e ighteen differ
ent woods for Backs. 

I do not cons i der I am an authority on th.is sort of 
th ing as I have only made thirty -oDe v lolins, a v iola and 
olle cello. 

I will start with the Bell ies first, in view of the fact 
that they arc on top. 

Jack P ine - - A s  we called it in A lberta, (pinus �). 
It is very white and beautiful, but brittle compared with 
other pines. Also usual ly too broad in the grains. O.  K. for 
amateurs to practice on. 

B.  C. White -Bark P ine (P.inus alblcaulls). Also beautiful and 
white, but too soft for good violin wood. Bruises too easily. 
But works perfectly. 

Y ellow Pine -- The most common in B. C. Very resonant 
and works smoothly. Also takes a good finish but, like all 
the pines, the gum oozes through the varnish even after 
t"I'O or three years. 

l!onderosa P ine· (Pinus ponderosa) u This is my choice of 
wood for violin bellies, but for one fault (the gum). The 
wood is very strong, very resonant, works beautifully, and 
takes a p erfect finish, especially if one wants to take advan
tage of the two-tone colouring of the red and yellow sap 
wood. But the gum is very persistent - if I ever try it again, 
I shall boll the roughed out belly in wood alcohol until all 
th e gum is out. 

Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) -- Very resonant and 
beaubiul, but too soft - marks too easily and splits too 
easily. It seems to be good for viola bellies. 
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Engelmann spruce (P icea engd mann) -- Very good for 
resonance and very beantiful w ith its L ittl e  bright fleck 
in the soft grain. My personal op.ini.on is that it is our 
best wood for bellies, especially if got.ten from the 
nort11ern part of B. C. I have some from Barkerville B. C. 
and it is superb, for resona nce, working and appearance. 
It is harder than che Sitka Spruce. 

Western White Spruce: (Picea glauca) -- This is beautiful, 
a Iso very resonant, b�t too" soft. . It bruises e asH y. 

Red Spruce -- from" Noya Scotia u· (Picea rubra) 
Th .is is a hard spruce� VerY' resonant, with strong winter 
grams, works well and m akes good tone. It is recommend
ed in my tree book to be good fo!, musical instruments. 
like it too but seems hard to procure. 

Rocky Mt. Juniper Quniperus scopuiorum) -- Very beauti
ful with red heart and yellow sap wood -- Finishes like 
satin - is very resonant and i�s pores Contain minute 
crystals, which, some say, add to its sensitivity. Juniper 
with a Sycamore back has made the sweetest toned violin 
I have ever made, so the players say. N evertheless, it is 
not without fault. It is too soft and splits too easily. 

Sitka Spruce (Picea sitkensis) -- Very good and fibrous, 
clear, straight, even grain. Is used for piano sound 
boards particularly. Some of my best violins have Sitka 
bellies, also a Cello which is of excellent tone, although 
my choice is the Engelmann Spruce from Barkerville, 
B. C .  

Black Spruce (P� mariana) -- This is our hardest Spruce 
and m akes a violin with a sharp tone. Good for dance 
fiddles, etc. It is also heavy like Ponderosa P ine. It has 
a very high tap tone. 

Douglas Fir (pseudotsuga taxifolia) -- Extremely resonant 
and very beautiful. Works nicely and finishes perfectly but 
gives off a very powerful rough tone. (Not pleasant to the 
ear. ) 



A lpine Fir (Abies l asiocarpa) - - Very light and reso nant, 

e asy to work and takes a nice finish. A bit too so ft but 

pro duces a goo d to ne. 

Europe an S pruce or Norw ay P ine -- This alw ays seems to be 

a little harder and tougher than our B .  C. S pruce, although 

I h ave been able to pro duce better to ne d violins with our 

B. C. spruce than with the Europe an. 

Grand Fir (Abies grandis) -- This is our (B als am Fir) (or White 

Fir). It is be autiful and white, w ith straight, even grain; 

h as goo d reso nance and m akes goo d violin bellies. O ne 

f ault is that the pith between the gr ain is too soft, which 

causes trouble in cutting the purfling groove. 

This pretty well covers my observ atio ns on bellies. 

Now some woo ds suit able for B acks. 

Popl ar (Quaking Aspe n) ( P opulus tremuloides) -- This is 

wh at I used for my first violin, whe n I w as o nly 12 ye ars 

o l d. 

I still believe popl ar could be develope d into a very 

goo d wood for backs, if cut in mid winter a nd s e aso ne d prop

erly. I notice d as a boy in h andling f e nce rails, o nce in a 

while you woul d co me across o ne th at had the spring o f  

hockory and r ang like a bell when it w as dropped o n  the 

ground. It also t akes a goo d f inish. 

P acific Willow -- It is very be autiful, f ibrous, nice to work, 

has goo d reso nance, t akes a goo d finish, but I think a bit 

too soft and light. It is harder and more reso nant than the 

E "sh brown Willow. 

W est'ern White Birch (C apyrifera)-- This as well as Black 

Birch so m eti mes comes in a Bird 's Eye pattern which m akes 

a very be autiful job. It is dense , nice to work and takes a 

be autiful f inish, not very reso nant. 

P acific Dogwoo d (Comus n�) -- Do gwoo d is very tough 

and strong, not very reso nant, but goo d to work and t akes a 

very goo d f inish, m aybe better th an we think, if properly 

se aso ne d, no f ancy graining. 

W estern Y ew (T axus brevifolia) -- Very be autiful and t akes a 

finish like a piece o f  Ivory. It works nicely and the ribs bend 

like a strip of cellulo id. It is very reso nant and m akes a goo d 

to ne d violin. But its m ain f ault is, it splits too e asily. The 

keys will split the head unless you use P atent P e gs. 

E astern Bird's Eye M aple -- It is Vf':ry be autiful and t akes an 

excelle nt finish. Not very reso nant, but very dif f icult to 

work o n  account of  the eyes being too e asily picke d out. O ne 

'TIust do ALL his work acro ss the grain on the outside. It 
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m ade a sweet to ne d violin but not very. powerful. 

Bro ad Le af M aple (Acer m acrophyllum) - - I have used 
more of this for 1) acks th an any other, and alw ays found 
it GOOD. Although I h ave found there is a great dif f erence 

in its reso nance and texture. This o f  course is due to the 

dif f erent valleys, slopes and altitudes it w as grown in. It 

works perfectly. Is resonant and takes an excellent finish. 

I can truly reco m mend it as f irst class violin woo d. 

Dougl as M aple (Acre gl adrum) - - This is tougher and more 

f ibrous th an the Bro ad Le af M aple. It is lovely and white, 

nice to work, not very resonant, and never seems to w ith 

curly grain. The le af is very much like the E astern S ug ar 

M aple L e af. It is quite scarce in B. C. But m akes a very 

goo d violin back and is especi ally goo d  for ribs and neck. 

� (Arbutus menziesii) - - This woo d is mostly white 

and very be autiful. Very h ard and dense. N ice to work, 

especi ally cutting purfling grooves. A l most no reso nance, 

but m akes a goo d toned violin when m atched with proper 

belly. 

Myrtlewoo d -- Only grows in S t ate o f  Oregon and in 

P alestine. It is very be autiful w ith its dif f erent sh ades of  

colours. It  works perfectly and is  quite reso nant. It 

pro duce d a very sweet to ne d instrument th at I sold for 

$300. 00. The neck carved nicely and the ribs bent like 

copper. I woul d cl ass it with the first cl ass woo ds for 

backs. 

Do mestic Cherry -- Very be autiful, but too brittle. It 

takes a be autiful finish and is e asy to work. The neck 

will bre ak o f f  at the l e ast provocation, at the f irst pe g 

hole. Not h ard enough for goo d backs and necks. 

B l ack W alnut - - V ery be autiful 'lnd carves like t allow . 

H ave to use woo d-filler before v arnishing, to fill the pores. 

Pro duces we ak tone, but is attractive with white purfling. 

Europe an M aple -- This is be autiful and white, and is 

alw ays goo d, although I h ave pro duce d better toned vio lins 

with B. C. M aple, even when I use d their Pro f essio nal 

M akers ' To ne Woo d which cost $66. 00 and w as seaso ne d 

for 30 ye ars or over. I h ad to use their best woo d to be 

f air with B. C .  

A frican Gumwoo d  - - This is very be autiful with its stre aks 

o f  rich re ddish brown, streaked with chocol ate, etc. The 

woo d is very h ard and cross graine d, therefore h ar d  to work. 

It finishes beautifully and is a picture to look at when 

nicely finished. The ribs bend nicely, but the to ne see ms 

to re m ain inside. 

J 
J 

J 
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Camagong Mahogany . From South Phillipines. It is a 
mixture of black with soft brown stripes through it. Harder 

than ebony and h arder to work. It was so dense you could 

not obtain a tap-tone. It was almost like tapping a piece of 

lead. Y et when matched with a proper belly it beat any 

violin I have ever made. I only gave it an oiling and rubbed 

it to a polish. By this experiment, I am convinced that the 

b ack is a reflector of tone and does not need to be a reson

ant wood. 

Brazilian Rosewood. I am using this wood because it is very 

beautiful and, because it is very resonant. It is very h ard 

and hard to work. So I am using B. C. Hemlock Belly 

which has a high pitch Tap-Tone. It is not strung up yet, 

but it is very beautiful. I might say I have never worked 

on such resonant hard wood. 

C anadian Sycamore (known as Button Wood). European 

Makers so often confuse Sycamore with Maple, when 

they are not even in the same family. It is very beautiful. 

T akes a lovely finish and with a Juniper belly it has pro 

duced the swe etest toned violin I have ever made (so the 

players say). I would say it is equal to the best maples 

for backs, ribs. 

Eastern Sugar Maple. Grown in B. C. This in my esti

mation is the best maple for violin backs, I have ever 

used. It has a good appearance. Works perfectly under 

the chisel and scraper. T akes a good finish. Has good 

resonance and made one of my best instnunents. I have a 

standing offer of $300. 00 for it that I can pick up any 

time. 

THE DISHARMONICS ABOUT AN EDITORIAL 

by Arturs Butelis, 

I have read with interest the Guest-Editorial in the June -July 

issue of the VMJ . A fter reading it I came to conclusion that 

the idea was good. I say " was good" , but not " is good" 

because the idea is too late at the present time. Now the 

question is - why ? Because I could not get rid of the 

thoughts why exactly Mr. Joseph Reid has come as the ini

tiator of the campaign for searching and collecting the 

" secrets" of violin making. 

Mr. Reid has written an excellent book "You can 

make a Stradivarius" .  After such a golden book is avail

able in the m arket I think it will be only waste of time and 

efforts to collect, record, classify, determine the formulas 

etc. of violin making. It is obvious to everybody that to 

make a Strad (in form and also in tone, that is) is the goal 

of many if not all violin makers, as amateurs and likewsie 

the professionals. If Mr. Reid had the courage to entitle 

the book " You can make a Stradivarius" he surely knew 

what he did, so that everybody could understand that the 

contents of the book disclose all the secrets (carpentry, 

Philadelphia 

excellent J ournal, that the proposal expressed in the Guest

Editorial contains the most dangerous consequences, one can 

imagine, to the whole family of violin making enthusiasts 

(amateurs and professionals alike). It is self-evident that 

after the so-called " secrets" of violin making will be dis

closed and obtainable to everybody in a printed form, the 

Fine Art of Violin Making will cease to exist and will be 

buried under its own TOMBSTONE. 

Everybody should understand that if it will be pos

sible for anyone to work in accordance with complete in

structions, there will be in the world so many thousands of 

the f i n  e s t violins, that it will not pay to make them sep

arately (what means " 1m M emoriam" to all violin enthus

iasts). The violins of finest calibre will be manufactured by 

some big companies, like household articles, shoes, cars, 

etc. The Fine Art of Violin Making by hand and by brain 

will be totally d e  a d .  To follow the initiative of the Guest

Editorial is like to saw off the branch one is sitting on. 

a coustical, varnish) etc. to make a violin, like Strad did. Besides, there is a big question mark if somebody 

If the book discloses all this, there is no necessity to col- will not take advantage of all the priceless material pouring 

leet them - s
'
imply take Mr. Reid's book, read it and EUREKAr in from the suiciders of the Violin Art from all corners of 

Perhaps there is opportunity for somebody for another 

book entitled 'OY ou can make a Guarnerius (del Gesu)" . Al

though this is..!ill::. idea, I have no courage to realise it in a 

book form, because, frankly speaking, I do not know how to 

make a Guarnerius, also not the Strad. All I can is to make 

violins of my own, like Strad. , Guarne and Stainer did. 

And now, for the second, more serious part of this 

article, I want to tell the whole audience, who read this 
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the Globe.· I do not want to offend anybody in this respect, 

and my intention is only to expose the things from different 

points of view, because such things had happened and happen 

today with many other things besides vi.olins. 

In conclusion I wish to everybody to continue with 

the help of our excellent Journal to discuss the countless 

ideas and experiences of violin making, so any person can 

take whichever idea he likes best from the pages of the Jour

nal. I can predict that very few persons will disclose their 

knowledge in violin making for advantage of others. 



T H E  CASE F O R T HE MO DE RN 

(cont inll.�d fl'o m j un l'.-J Hly, 1962 issue) 

Mr. C. Wdslcad, 
28 Mount l e l\' is  Avenue, 
PUNCHtOWL. 

D ear Mr. Welste ad: 

by C .  F. G .  W E l S T E A D  

The U n jv�rs ity of New South Wales 

Broadway, Sydney , N. S. W. 

V l O L l  N 

9th JanHary, 1959. 

H C fl' with i s  a report on th e spectrograph i c  ana lysis of the violin varn ish YOLl subm itted:  

A .i m: To determine the natmc of the ash in respect of metals present. 
M ethod: S'ampl e  was ash ed in a platinum crucible a'ided by addition of concentrated M2S04 and MN03 to avoid overheating 
and loss of some. volatile meta ls. 10 mg. of ash burned in A. C. arc und. · standard conditions a�d spectra recorded. 

Reswts : 
' 

Principals 

Strong 1 - 10:1. 

Moderate 0. 1 - 1% 
CaO, MuO, S i0

2
, 

Weak 0. 0 1  - 0. 1% 
Cr ° 3' CoO; Ti0

2
, 

2 
Traces 0. 00 1 - 0. 0 1% 
N iO, srO, V ° , 

2 5 

CuO. 

BaO, PbO. 

Ag
2

O. 

A dditionally small quantities of Zn were dete,cted also « 0. 1% ).  

Conclus ion: 
The principal constitue,nts of the ash are alkali metals K and Na (K dominating with a strong addition of A 1

2
03 and 

to a lesser degree Fe ° and MgO. 
2 3 

I hope these results will be of some use to you. The charge for the above analysis is 16. 6. 0. which should be paid 
to the Bursar, Univers ity of New South Wales. 

Yours faithfully, 
D . P .  M ellor 

Professor of Chemistry, Head of School. 
* * � * * * * * * 

BALANCED CONSTRUCTION 

1 1  Italian Tone I is the reswt and rew<trd of B alanced 
Construction. 

Of this fact I became certain as my investigations 
proceeded; without this integra 1 factor being considered as 
paramount, the instrtunent has little chance of b eing 
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anything else but mediocre, even if it were possible to 

coat it with old Stradivari's Mystic Brew. 

To commence the practical side of violin construc

tion, I first produced a prototype from some local timbers 

approximating the densities of genuine tonewoods, in order 

that I could familiarise myself with tools not belonging to 
the watchmaker's bench and also to obviate the certainty of 

spoiling some perfectly good timber from overseas. 

After much experimenting along these lines, I soon 

learned the pitfalls of a heavy hand on the gouge etc. 

However, I finally decided that I had reached a stage where 

my research could, with moderate safety, be transferred to 

practical work - and so to my first fjddle. 

The dominant theme in my mind from perusing data 

emanating from the Italian and Brescian p eriods, was a men

tal p icture of the famous men of that time, producing 

violins, not with the gouge and chisel, but eliciting them 

then ten gallons of Cremonese varnish would make l ittle 

difference, and another noise box would join the countless 

thousands which have been 'carefully ' constructed, but 

thoughtlessly plaune.d in ignorance of .the true factors 

which I believe constitutes Italian Tone, HARMONIC 

BALANCE PLUS lSQ.OSMOTIC VARNISH ! 

To interrupt my contribution for a few moments, 

I have little doubt at this point, the reader may ask, 'Who 

is this man? From where does he come? Who trained him 

as a violin maker, and from where does he conjure all this 

assumed knowledge ? '  And so on, Ad Infinitum. 

To answer these questions which will no doubt be 

asked, I reply that in this country (Australia) violin making 

is not taught in classes at the University, Trade S chools, 

Technical Colleges, etc. If one chooses this stony path, 

then it remains for the individual to be his o wn  teacher. 

In other words, one must become a 'Pioneer ' of this pro

found science, and establish his own library, workshop, 

with magical thin-lipped incantations, and then dipping them laboratory, in a search for this 'elusive Italian Tone ' .  

i n  a steaming cauldron o f  this historical Magical Brew of 

Cremonese varnish. 

This is strong language, I admit, but if we are going 
to be honest researchers of this worth -while pursuit, then let 

us throw overboard for good, §!:!! of this romantic nonsense, 

and we shall get somewhere; the mind picture above of 

Stradivari and his co-workers, is the mind picture of the 
majority, and until we get down to molecules and atoms, 
we shall remain stagnant on this wonderful field of research, 
for what the ancient Italians produced two hundred years 

ago, modem man can do again and better ! 

As the Americans would say, this field of research 

badly needs a 'New 0 eal '. The approach should be direct 

and scientific; also let us have a new te=inology, and get 

things in their right perspective. For instance, the two 

plates of a fiddle, bonded by a band of 'ribs ' are, scientifi

cally speaking, diaphragms; let us refer to them as such. 

The 'sound bar' and 'sound post ' are respectively the horizon-

Mr. Cowell's assertion that most of the modem ins

truments on which he has played have good tone, and that 

all are 'different ' would be, I should say, quite correct. 
It also is known for fact that the old Italian instruments are 

'different ', which proves exactly nothing. 

Each and every violin in existence have tonal varia

tion whether we are speaking of the old or the new, which 
is just as it should be, for to make two violins of identical 

nature, requires a full knowledge of those factors which 

create and control Italian Tone - these same factors which 

constitute the essence of these pages. 

There is nothing strange in the phenomenon that 
two instruments made on th� same mould, from the same 
planks of timber, and covered with the same varnish, have 
a distinctly 'different ' tone quality - this is as it should be -

unless the integral factors previously mentioned are fully 

comprehended - HARMONIC BALANCE ! Which can only 

tal and vertical vibration conductors which harmonise and be evaluated from the density of each piece of tonewood 

integrate the entire unit. If concentration is centred on these utilised. 

simple basic facts, and we continually feed our conscious 

minds with· these basic facts, our subconscious mind will pre- Investigators would do well to consider the overall 

sent us with the true conception of what and why is a vio - weight of the instruments they make, minus the fittings, 

lin. These last remarks, with reference to only four of the 

dimensions which constitute the instrument 's anatomy, are 

the integral parts. The correct relation between their res

pective dimensions, represent the future production of 

'Italian Tone '. 

If any of these four factors, on completion of an in
S'Lcument, are out of ha=onic balance with the other three, 

2 1  

of course. If a violin has been carefully constructed in so 

far as the body or sound box is concerned, I have established 

that this careful work can be ruined by fitting a neck and 

scroll which is too heavy or too light. The tolerance here is 

confined to a fine limit. Uuless the powerful vibrations 

generated by the instrument reach the very end of the 

scroll, the development of Italian Tone is not possible. 



The general practice of taking a 'sample ' 2" x 1" X 

1/4" and from this misleading piece of what is going to be 

our back or belly, establishing the 'density I is not sufficient 

evidence on which to base our calculations. I have taken 

two pieces or samples of the above dimensions, one from 

each end of a back or belly, and have found a great dis

crepancy in weight of each; in other words, I have seldom 

found the two pieces to consist of identical density; if the 

mean of these two were taken as a guide we would be 

nearer the truth in trying to establish the future tone of the 

instrument, but not near enough if we are going to aim 

high at giving the instrument a 'soul ' of Italian Tone. 

Before one can even contemplate what is going to be 

the final dimensions of the thicknesses of the plates, they 

must be first reduced in their entirety to a standard Imass l 

and then the relative weights established in a dry atmosphere. 

Few violins exceed 1411 in length. 8 1/2" across the 

lower bouts, 7" across the upper bouts, by a total arching 

of 5/811 and 5/ 3211 at the edges. Let us then reduce each 

plate to a safe minimum by using these measurements. 

By doing so, we shall have a back and belly reduced to a '  

trapezoid section which becomes our guide and standard. 

1 
-1" 

--------- \4" -----------

The mass of this standard will vary according to 

the inherent density of each piece of tonewood used, ana 

by making this practice a rule we have a standard starting 

point in matching our plates for future harmony. The illm;

tration shows diagrammatically the correct conception. 

If we treat each diaphragm III this manner, then 

we have a perfect method of establishing the relative den 

sity of back and belly for a given instrument. This gives 

us the first integral clue for which we are searching. If it 

is found that the pine for the belly approximates the maple 

for the back, then it IS automatically known that these two 

pieces of timber are incompatible for the purpose of making 

a first class violin. 

From these comparisons we learn that the only way 

in which a mis-match such as jm;t mentioned could be 

utilized to produce an instrument of even mediocre quality, 

would be to leave the final thinning of the pine so extremely 

fine that it would not even support the pressure of the strings. 

This system of course is merely a starting point in 

establishing Harmonic Balance, as I have found it necessary 

to remove the belly as many as eight times before the 

entire unit is capable of giving maximum output of 

volume and penetration. 22 

My first real clue on violin acoustics became 

apparent to me during the reading of the life of Stradivari, 

in that he had around his workshop many semi-finished 

plates cut from various logs of tone wood. The writer 

gives as the reason, that the Master was in process of 

Iseasoning l these pieces, but looking at this aspect logi

cally, I favour the theory that these semi-finished plates 

were brought to a certain stage primarily in order that 

he could select from them a pair to match, and, secondly, 

that he realised the fact that once having removed as much 

of the surplus wood as was safe, the area to represent the 

finished thicknesses was just beneath the surface; also 

that maturity of the plates would occur much sooner, and 

again, that any shrinkage of these plates would become 

manifest prior to finishing the instrument. 

He would then from this established Istock l select 

his pair for a given instrument, and commence the final 

adjusting of the thicknesses. (This theory is borne out by 

the fact that his sons Omobono, etc. , did, ;tfter his death 

endeavour to Imatch I some of these plates on instruments 

of their own, but obviously without the Master 's  knowhow. ) 

My own system of final adjusting has followed this 

scheme with much success. To test play my instruments, 
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and search for final acoustics, I finished the instruments 

completely in the white, attaching the belly by the corner 

blocks only with thin glue, and the remainder of the edges 

were secured with miniature clamps designed similar to the 

mechanism of an ordinary chin rest, and embracing approxi

mately one inch. 

The instruments were then brought up to pitch for 
48 hours, and then the acoustics tested from open 'G ' to top 
of 'E '  string. It was necessary to remove the belly many 

times before the instruments acquired a powerful and sonor

ous tone, or as it has been termed, Italian Tone. 

Both of my 'guinea pigs' were born in this manner, 

and I am elated with the resulting tone values evolved. 

I am not a ware as to whether Stradivari had in his 

workshop any such clamps, I can only surmise that if he did 

have, then they were lost before interested people began 

collecting mementoes of his life for the benefit of posterity. 

If any such tools did exist, it is my fervent hope that they 

exceeded in quality the much photographed and publicized 

'Calipers' which one sees in every book published on the 

life of this great man. I would not risk adjusting the plates 

of a fiddle with such an instrument as this; one does � 
use such a flimsy tool for even measurements of crude dim

ensions, let alone accurate ones, and if this is the tool 

used by Stradivari (which I very much doubt), then he was 

indeed a genius or the luckiest man ever born. This crude 

instrument would be in its right setting if found hanging on 

the wall of a market gardenere 's shed for the purpose of 

measuring the girth of carrots and parsnips, but fiddles, 

� The mere fact of this instrument being in contact 

with ·the operator 's hand would compress it to the point where 

any degree of faith could possibly be expected from it. 

To sum up, Stradivari was neither scientist or 

chemist, but achieved his mark via the time-worn process 

of trial and error; if we aspire to equal or exceed his 

achievements and greatness, we must also adopt this lengthy 

principle for there are hidden factors which so far elude 

mathematical expression, for once having established 

density/mass ratios between belly and back, I have found 

this far from being the final judgment on that which will 

give italian Tene. 

Possibly, these hidden factors are represented by side 

linings, corner blocks, etc . , but whatever it transpires to be, 

the only way in which to establish Italian Tone is to process 

the final adjusting by continual removal of the belly in order 

to adjust the thicknesses of back and belly. 

It is evident from this that surely, before picking up 

a gouge one must establish the foundations on which we intend 
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to construct a fiddle • • • • HARMONIC BALANCE. 

There is no doubt in my mind whatsoever, that, 

to get at the root of things, we � as previously stated, 

reduce this art to molecules and atoms. The basic essential, 

as in nuclear fission, is - critical proportion, and we must 

reduce each plate to a critical mass. The diaphragms, dur

ing reduction, must reach a critical proportion. This criti 
cal proportjon must in turn harmonize with a critical interior 

capacity. The horizontal and vertical vibration conductors 
must be so installed that maximum and critical distribution 

of the primary vibrations do not exceed the inherent power of 

the plates to absorb and amplify, in order that there is no 

'feed back '. In other words, the vibrations must always be 

directed outwards. THE MASS OF THE NECK AND SCROLL 

EXERT TREMENDOUS INFLUENCE HERE. 

All this may appear a tall order, but to construct a 

leader, it must be done or left to the chancy method of 

Jeffrey Gilbert, in other words, 'It 's all bloody luck, my 

boy '.  

I have, as a lone investigator, made two such 

instruments over a period of eight years - six years of 

extensive research, the latter two years in producing the 

actual instruments in order that the theoretical part of the 

work could be proved or disproved. 

Mr. Cowell has intimated the possible value of the 

remarks of M. N icholas ' observations with regard to the 

relation between the upper and lower bouts representing 

two circles of a g iven area totalling a c ertain interior 

capacity, but this once more is much ado about nothing. We 

all know (if we have studied violin acoustics) an approxima

tion of this volume of air, and M. N icholas has merely indi

cated another method of measuring same. 

Many curious and apparently related measurements 

are observable if one has time to consider the abstract and 

extraneous side of violin making, but these same are not the 

y ardstick with which we measure Italian Tone ; they are 

symmetrical coincidences which have evolved along with the 

instrument - the proof of this is borne out by the fact that most 

of the famous instruments in existence today have been scien
tifically duplicated, but somewhere along the line the much 

sought after penetrating tone has been mislaid, and the world 

of music presented with another fiddle either thin and reedy, 

or deep and woolly, and the maker promises himself that 
time, the fourth dimension, will impart to his 'Strad' a 

soul of Italian Tone - wishful thinking ! 

The vast majority of people are observationists to 

some degree, but to analyse this further, the majority of 

this vast majority merely observe and let it go at that; 

(to be continued) 



The Tec h n i q u e  o f  Vi o l  i n  M a k i  n g  
B y  H a r r y W a k e  

Chapter 5. 

With the top back and sides of our violin now com
pleted, we can put the box together, but first we will be 
sure that everything is clean and shipshape; sand thoroughly 
th e  entire inside, ribs, back, and belly ;  remove all glue 
from places where it doesn 't belong and prepare some fresl: 
hot glue. 

The new wood is quite absorbent and will soak up the 
glue like water in a sponge, especially on the end grain of 
the blocks, so you must prepare the wood before glueing just 
as you prepare the wood before varnishing, only you will use 
hot glue as the size or filler. 

First put the back and ribs together with the small 
dowels in place and clamp lightly to see what coaxing will 
be required to make a nice even edge all around; if every 
thing looks alright you can take off the clamps and brush hot 
glue on the surface of the blocks that will be in contact with 
the back, also on the edge of the ribs; allow this glue to dry 
completely BEFORE you join back and ribs together: Now, 
as there is bound to be a little coaxing and persuasion re 
quired here and there, you will find it easier to not try to 
glue all around in one shot, but to do one section at a time 
starting with the upper and lower blocks; get these glued 
and tap the dowel pins in place, put your clamps on and 
leave to set; work next on the corners and between the cor
ners, putting the glue in with a thin bladed knife; an artist's 
p allet knife is good for this; wipe a way all excess glue with 
a small brush, rag, and hot water, when using the hot water 
and the excess glue is all removed, wet the entire rib frame 
inside and out and then wipe off; this will take the stresses out 
of the wood. 

With this much accomplished, go over the inside 
once again with very fine sandpaper and secure your ticket 
or label in place; if you don 't have a printed label you can 
write your llame and date on a piece of good grade paper 
with waterproof india ink, or better still have a good rubber 
stamp made and use a high grade of permanent indelible ink 
on the pad; there are several grades of good stamp ink avail
able through the stamp mal.ufacturers: Should you wish you 
can also brand your fiddle with a suitable initial or word. 

Prepare the top ends of the blocks and the edges for 
g lueing as you did before for the back, having first lined up 
the top and drilled for dowel pius; don 't fill the dowel holes 
with glue as you will need to use them later: Follow the 
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same procedure as before and glue the fiddle top in pla ce; 
it is good policy to thin the glue a little for g lueing the top 
on as you may have to remove it for some unforeseen reason 
later, anyway someone will have to remove it for repairs 
someday so you might as well make it a little easier for 
him. 

You now have the box completed and it should have 
a good sound when you tap it with the end of the finger, put 
it aside in a safe place and we will proceed with the neck 
and scroll. 

Many makers prefer to buy a ready made scroll, 
th is they work a little here and there and assemble to the 
instrument; this procedure may be all right if for some rea 
son you are i n  a great hurry to finish the fiddle, but I don 't 
believe in using them; I don 't think that a person c an trud, 
fully say that he has made a fiddle until he has carved his 
scroll; it is really not too difficult and I can assure you that 
there is a lot of satisfaction in making them. The first 
requirement of course is a pattern and a good selection of 
these is available through dealers in violin makers supplies; 
or you may copy the measurements of an existing neck that 
you may particularly like; Transfer the outline of neck and 
scroll to the upper face of a piece of white paper that has 
been folded double; leave about a half inch extra at the 
bottom to give yourself some leeway for fitting later; now 
place folded carbon paper (with the carbon side out) p�tween 
the folded white paper; trace the first outline that you drew 
on the outside of the white paper with a sharp pointed, 
medium hard pencil, and mark a centerline through the 
scroll eye or button, to the outer edge of the scroll; make 
also two marks for the location of the nut which will also be 
the location of the bottom of the peg box; make another 
mark for the bottom end of the neck at 5 3/4" from bottom 
of peg box: Now this mark which indicates the bottom of 
the neck is drawn a cross the paper at an angle of seven and 
a half degrees; this will be your true cut off line giving you 
the correct angular set back of the neck when fitted into the 
block; you can now make another line across just a quarter 
inch below the last one, this quarter inch is where you will 
make the first cut off and is your insurance against making 
the neck too short: with this much done, you can separate 
your paper and remove the carbon, you will find that you have 
a double tracing on the inside, a right and a left; make a 
straight cut with scissors along the l ine that represents the fin
gerboard face of the neck on both tracings. (to be cont 'd. ) 
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S u ppl emen tary I n form a t ion a bout  T he 

M ic rotone System 

Kristian Skou 

After this I shall treat the physical basis for the 

microtone system and the physical laws for the microtone 

p itch as far as I have found them out. But let me point 

out in the start, that microtones as a physical phenomen

on are a new field for research, and I make no claim to 

have solved the problems in all details. There will still 

be a lot to find out for the phycists and for the experi

menting violin maker. This passage will be somewhat 

theoretical, but I hope the endeavouring violin maker 

will be interested to know not only how to perform the 

attunement, but also why. s:>mething of it will be 

what I have written to Dr. Saunders in our corr espondence, 

a correspondence I have enjoyed very much. I hope it is 
reciprocal. Not that I think we agree in all of it, or 
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by Kristian Skou 

even in the main part of it. Nor have we collaborated, but 

only exchanged our points of view on the problems, and the 

following will only stand for my own account. But Dr. 

S aunders · scientifically sound and intelligent scepticism 

and his ability to point out indistinctnesses in my statement 

has forced me to sharpen my thoughts and - I hope - to give 

these a more explicit formulation, as well as it has caused 

me to perform a lot of e..{periments. For that I am very 

grateful, and I hope Dr. S aunders will have no obj ection 

to my use of it here, as I have told him, I intended to use 

something of it for the Journal. 

To define just what a microtone is will be difficult, 

if not impossible (as is the case with all physical phenomen

ons, if we will go to the farthest end of the problems. We 

can only attach some terms to the phenomenons, and use 

these terms to tell something about the phenomenons). 

Instead I would rather tell how we can produce a microtone. 

Take a plane plate of wood (dimensions subordinate, 

but say 20 x 40 cm - equal thickness all over, say 0. 5 cm). 

Place it on a soft, damping support (foam rubber e. g. or in a 

box filled with sand). By means of your finger tips press the 

plate slightly against the support. Then tap the plate slightly 

(with the edge of a nail, or with a bit of thin electric "nre 

covered with rubber) very close to the damping finger tip. 

The faint sound you will hear then is a microtone. If you 

will test the plate all over in that way you will notice that 

the lowest microton e ;  ( lowest in pitch) will be in the middle 

of the plate, and the pitch raises towards the edges. That 

is what I mean by saying "the more wood ( in plane extension) 

surrounding the area for the microtone the lower pitch" . 

I have been asked how I can produce microtones of the same 

pitch, and microtones of different pitch in the same plate. 

If you will test two po ints of the plate equidistant from the 

edge (and symmetrically with the middle line) you will find 

the same microtone in these poirtts (supposed the plate has 

the same wood qualities in these points), and if you will test 

a point in the middle of the plate, and another point nearer 

the edge you will have two points in the same plate with 

microtones of different pitch, and you can test them one 

after another, or you can test them simultaneously - that is 

all. You can test other plates not of equal thickness all 

over, plates arched in different ways, or plates not of equal 



wood qua l it I' , and you will find th e ru Ie,  for the p itch of 

the luicrotones. 

I shall sum up the rules for 

1) tap tone pitch (plate ring) and for 

2) mlcrotonc pitch, 

and then we may be able to compare. 

Ru l es for tap tone pitch: 

1. The greater thickness of the plate, the higher 

pitch. 

2. The greater area of the plate, the lower pitch. 

3. The greater modulus of elasticity of the wood, 

tlH� h igher pitch. 

4. The greater specific weight of the wood, the 

l o w er pitch. 

Rules for microtone pitch: 

1. The greater thickness of the plate, the higber 
p itch. 

2. The more wood surrounding the area for the 

mi crotone, the lower pitch. 

3a. The gre.ater modulus of compression elasti.city 

of the wood, the higher p itch. 

3b. The greater modulus of fluxura l elasticity of 

thc wood, the lower pitch. 

4. The greater inner friction of the wood, the 

lower p itch. 

5. The more acute arch of the plate, the higher 

p itch. 

And let us compare. 

Rule 1.  Quite the same for tap tone pitch, and 

for microtone pitch. 

Rule 2. Rather related, although somewhat 

different. 

if we will test a plate or (for the sake of simplicity) 

a sOllnd staff for its mlcrotones from end to end, we will Lind 

the microtone pitch raising towards the ends in a way we 

call symbolize with a parabola line thus: 

''' , . ... ... 
. ... � -
I ... ... - . - - . - -

This  .is not the case with the taptone pitch. 

. .. , . ..  , 

Rule 3 .  Th e greater modulus o f  a s  well compression 

elastic :ity a.s fluxural  elastic ity (twist e !astlc.1ty wil l  scarcdy 
come in) gives h igher taptone p itch, but regarding the 

microtone pitch, there is a remarkably difference. If we 

take t wo sound staHs of spruce, say 18 mm x 18 mm x 36 
cm (l h ave. two such) taken from the same piece o f  wood, 

one of them with the grains in length wise direction, and 

the other one with the grains in transverse direction, the 

� __ ----,----""J 

two samples will have the same modulus of compression 

elastIcity for a pressure from above, whereas the modulus of 

fluxural elasticity (for a pressure from above) will be much 

greater for the sample with the fibres in length wise cUre,ction, 
and this sample will give much the h ighest tap tone pitch 
(more than an octave above the other sample), but the 

sample with the fibres in transverse direction will give the 
h ighest mlcrotone pitch. 

Rule 4. Apparently there is no relation between th e 
rule for tap tone pitch and the rule for microtone pitch ,  but 

p erhaps there will be a sort of relation all the same. In my 

first articl e on the microtone system, I have also said <.I S  a 

rule for the microtone p itch: The greater specific weight, 

the lower pitch. This seemed to me to be obvious, but my 

future experiments have taught me that this is not the case. 

A piece of heavy, but crisp wood (that will commonly be 

wood with relative low inner friction) may have a much 

higher microtone p itch than a piece of the same dimensions 

of light, but l ess crisp wood (greater inner friction). The 

question is: what acts as a brake on rapid vibrations in a p l ate? 

Th e answer will be: as well the mass of the wood (here the 

specific weight comes in) as the inner friction of the wood. 

But there will be a remarkable difference regarding the 

eHect of the two factors for tap tones and for microtones. 

For taptones where the who l e  plate (with its mass) vibrates, 

the specific weight will be so dominating that the inner 
fr.iction of the wood compared with this c an be put nearly � o. 

OtJu�rwjse with microtones where only a little part of the 

p late v ibrates. Here the v ibrating mass is so l ittl e th'lt the 

.importance of the spe c i fic weight can be put nearly � 0, 

while the inner friction of the wood will be dommating. 
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As we can see, there is a sort of relation between the two 

fonnulations of Rule 4. For violin wood Rule 4 can give 

surprising results. Maple will commonly have lower inner 

friction than spruCE.. If we have two pieces of wood of 

exactly the same dimensions, one of spruce, the other of 

maple, that of spruce will commonly have the highest tap 

tone pitch, but at the same time that of spruce will com

monly have the lowest microtone pitch. And if we compare 

two pieces of spruce under the same conditions, or two pieces 

of maple, it will often be such that the wood with the high

est tap tone pitch will have the lowest microtone pitch, al

though this is not valid in all cases. As said, it has some

thing to do with the "crispness" of the wood, which in turn 

has something to do with the inner friction of the wood, 

and this again has something to do with the cellular struc

ture, and especially with the character of the molecular 

chains in the micro fibrils of the wood, which e. g. in very 

old and " crisp" wood have been broken into smaller sections, 

this giving less inner friction. Perhaps some words to ela

borate this. In collaboration with an interested friend, I 

have perfonned X, ray investigations of wood samples of 

very different ages (by means of an X -ray diffractometer). 

The cellulose in recent wood behaves as if its molecular 

structure were crystalline, and in a wider sense of the 

tenn we can say that it is. If we consider the structure of 

the glucose molecule: 

We may derive the cellulose molecule as a sort of poly

merised glucose :  

and further on in a long, long chain, the molecule elements 

still alternating, and thus forming the periodicity which ac

counts for the crystalline behaviour. The cellulose mole

cule chains are collected in bunches (called microfibrils), 

each containing several hundreds of molecule chains, 

and held together by hydrogen linkages, the OH-groups in 

the parallel chains placed very close to each other. The 

microfibrils fonn spirals in the cell wall, spirals in several 

layers (spruce cell walls containing 4 layers), and the spiral 

layers are held together by lignins. 

But only recent untreated wood has this microstructure 

in full sense which the x-ray diffractograms are indicating. 

The diffractograxgs show great maxima (" peaks" ) by 

respectively 5, 5 Angstrl:'>m and 3, 9 kgstrl:'>m, matching 

intervals in the diffracting elements of this amount, and the 

height of the peaks is a measure for the degree of crystallin

ity. 

The older a sample of wood is, the more reduced is 

also the height of the peaks, indicating that the chain of 

alternating molecular elements is no longer an unbroken 

chain, but the chain is divided in smaller sections. Also 

the treatment of recent wood with alkali is able to produce 

a similar decomposition of the molecular structure. And the 

same is the case with irradiation of the wood with ultra-

violet light of certain frequencies, namely such frequencies 

that will cause strong own vibrations in the molecular
' 
ele

ments. Unfortunately I have not enough samples of wood 

from old age-dated violins to say if also the vibrations from 

much playing in the course of time - besides the age in itself _ 

should account for a decomposition of the molecular structure. 

In " The Strad" (May 1948) Mr. N. Nicholas (now Ventimiglia, 

Italy) has published x-ray diffraction rings for a Joseph 

Guarnerius (del Gesu) violin, these showing a considerable 

decomposition. 

Wood workers (cabinet makers, violin makers, etc. ) 

will say about such old wood that it is "crisp" Of "short" in 
"'{Ood, and that is just what it is, it is short in its molecular 

structure. (to be continued) 
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Our  Letter From I ta l y  
Dear Fellow Members : 

I have plenty of work and very interesting too. As 
I go along repairing old masters and making my own, 
points for thought arise and I would like to share them 
with members. As I am working entirely on my own--an 
excellent old violin maker, M. Vial, with whom I used 
to discuss interesting points, recently died--I hope that my 
writing in your Journal will raise some comments. To my 
sorrow I have found that many people take in information 
but do not want to part with any. This is not grumbling but 
merely an invitation to others to open their mouths and 
talk shop. Well! Here are the points: 

Violas 'come for repair With wrenched neck or 
dropped finger board. I have made a careful drawing of 
their side elevation and in every case found that the top 
nut of the finger board :" the Spot where the strings come 
over it - was above the line passing through the upper edge 
of 'the violIn ribs. From the, attach ed dra wing one can see 
wh:IT I mean. The line o(the upper side of the ribs 
should pass right through the top' of the nut. A few calcul
ations show that this condition considerably reduces the 
couple of forces which tend to wrench' the neck 'upwards. 
In: the 'enclosed sketch (Fig. 1 ), in the triangle' CFP the 

; 

A to ___ -. 
[ , � ...... 

,f:J I 
P i  --- -

---. 

---

line CP is the top line of the ribs. Point p is the nut where 
the tension of the springs is applied. If we prolong the line 
CF up to the point A we can obtain a line AP = b whi ch per
mits the construction of a formul;I to obtain the value of 
the compressing force P. 

Fa p == c where a is the distance from the nut to th e  bridge 
proj ection on the ribs line. If we take th e bridg e 
pressure as 28 Ibs - distance a == 12. 9" 

and c == 5. 44" , we shall get P -= 66. 2 l.bs. In millimetres 
p = 12. 7 x 328 

== 30 Kilograms. The angle between strings 
140 o 

and ribs line is about "7 and the up wards pull is small. If 
the top of the nut is not on the ribs line, but higher, th en 
we introduce a distinct couple which will tend to wrench 
the neck upwards. For example, if the strings are parallel 
With the ribs line, we have a couple like Fig. 2. If the 
top of the nut is on the ribs line a.nd the end of the finger
board about 20 mm. over the top of the belly, ' we then have 
the correct angle for the neck. 

I have always been advocating careful measurement 
of the violin air capacity. 2000 c. c. seems to be a very 
good average. It gives clear resonance to D sharp note on G 

--- F 
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string. If you slide your finger along G while draWing the 
bow, you can hear very clearly when this resonance is 
reached. Dr. S aunders suggested that body resonance 
should be 7 or 8 semitones higher. From D sharp it will be 

A .  I have one fiddle which has it  at B flat on A string. I 

noticed that on some fiddles B on D string is sounding muted. 
On the above fiddle it is very clear. Whether increase of 

the distance between these two resonances affects the other 
30 



notes I could not say. It will be interesting to hear about 

it. 

I have had an opportunity to compare an early 

Strad with a big Magini. While the Strad was sharp under 

the ear and clear in a big hall, the Magini was equally 

pleasant in both cases, but not powerful enough. It shows 

that a bigger violin should not necessarily be more power

ful, but I have made two practically identical fiddles, same 

wood, shape and thicknesses, but one 3 mm. larger in out

L ine. Capacity I kept the same by smaller ribs. The larger 

one is much more powerful and equally sweet. Now what 

you say? John Bolander has sent me his booklet on bows. 

An interesting work and useful. I have been making 

bows quite a long time, taking as a guide Hill 's gold 

fitted one. I am making copies of his tortoiseshell frog 

by using plastic imitation of tortoiseshell, and it looks 

genuine. I have tried to work out a curve for bow bending. 

The one which I enclose works all right for certain bows. 

Some of them with very small head however require less 

curvature. I think that the Vuillaume method of fitting 

the frog to the stick by a semi -circle and two shoulders 

slide is more mechanical than the port of octagon. 

N.N1CHOLAS CHART 

FOR. SETTING UPVIOUN sows.  
O-<8:'6CjM , 18-R-72c(M ,R-S"ScjM . 

SCALE IN elM. 
LI.I,I,I./,I,I,i,ld II I II f I t • 5 10 '11 

! 10 10 to 2 ·-�·8 TAPERlNG 01' ROUND BOW STICK IN ;o\;i OF AN INCH X K>. (.<FTER J.B.WUll.lAUM£) 

In 1937 I made several samples of varnish sug

gested by Fry in his book. I could not use it in England 

because it refused to dry. Just now I discovered one bottle 

of No. 13 (Venetian type). After 25 years it has turned 

into a very nice varnish. It dries in two days and pro

duces a fine transparent film, colouring a bit pale, but 

I had only two coats. It is interesting to note there is no 

tendency to congeal, like of some other varnishes in the 

bottle. 

The other thing to which I want to draw attention 

is the appeal in " The Strad" by violin repairers not to 
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use the new type of plastic glues for glueing up plates. 

This type holds too strongly and separation produces diffi

culties. Just a few days ago an Italian chap brought me a 

Tomas Carcassi violin, 1749. Both its plates were partly 

apart. The part which still held was glued up with plastic 

glue. It was very old wood, and very brittle. I remem

bered that plastics in general are very sensitive to heat, 

so I warmed up my paring knife till it nearly but not quite 

marked the wood and inserted it into the join. My knife 

went in as if into butter and plates parted without any 

chippings. This may be useful to remember. 

* * * * * * * * * 

N. Nicholas 
9, Via Vittorio Veneto, 

Ventimiglia, Italy. 
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P art II - Bridge Cutting ( continued) 

The following chart gives the specifications for 

bridges for violin, viola and cello. 

Violin Viola C ello 

Thickness of bridge at top 2mm 2mm 3mm 

Thickness of bridge at feet 4mm Smm 12mm 

S eparation of the outside 

strings 34mm 38mm 4Smm 

H eight of first string above 

end of fingerboard 

(for gut string) 4mm 4 1/2mm 6mm 

(for steel string) 3mm 3 1/2mm 4 1/2mm 

Height of fourth string above 

end of fingerboard 

(for gut string) Smm 5 1/2mm 7mm 

(for steel string) 4mm 4 1/2mm 5 :l{t:mm 

Clearance of adjacent 

strings at the bridge 2mm 2mm 3mm 

You should be careful to note that the h eights above 

the end of the fingerboard differ for gut and steel strings. 

In fitting the feet of the bridge to the fiddle I would 

suggest that as much wood as possible be taken from the 

bottom of the feet. The reason for this is that the position 
of the heart in the center of the bridge should not be too 

high. This is especially true in the case of summer bridges 

for cellos. 

D uring the final stages of cutting a bridge, wood is 

taken from the top of the feet. This part of the process of 

finishing a bridge should be carefully done since it greatly 

affects the appearance of tht. finished bridge. 

Now, about summer and winter bridges, which is 

often a concern for the player: the cause of the problem is 

that the spruce of the top and the maple of the back have a 
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different rate of expansion across the grain as they absorb 
moisture. If the top has been put on during a dry day (as it 

should be) the swelling of the top during the humid summer 

months will exceed that of the back by several percent and 

since the edges of the top are constrained by the ribs to the 

outside dimension of the back the result is that th e  top of 

the f�ddle is pushed upward which in tum pushes the bridge 

up Wlth respect to the fmgerboard and then it1s time for a 

summer bridge. You should check the bridge a month after 

the heating system has been tumed on and a month after it 

has been turned off. At these tiIres the corresponding winter 

and summer bridges should be checked. Cellos should al

ways have two bridges and all violas and violins should be 

checked since the problem can be found on some of these 

instruments. High arched fiddles very often require two 

bridges. For those that require a second bridge I suggest the 

use of a 1 1  string lifter" which is available at most fiddle 

shops and is a j ack that will hold up the strings while a 

bridge is being changed. You can also use this to take the 

pressure off the bridge when it tends to pull forward and 

must be straightened. For the violin and viola it is an easy 

matter to pull the top back to position but this is not so with 
cellos. The " string lifter" is useful also in that it prevents 

the falling of the soundpost when the bridge is being changed. 

Let me saw a word also for those cutting bridges 

when they are working on a fiddle that has the feet marks 

well dug into the top. Here a suggestion is to fit the bridge 

to the top as close to the proper place but on the fingerboard 

side of the nicks, using knife and sandpaper, and then do the 

final fitting with a knife at the proper location. Wetting the 

feet helps in this process to make the wood easier to cut. 

As to the hardness of bridge wood, I would like to 

comment that the best quality (i. e. , most expensive) bridges 

are always softer and easier to work. But they tend to bend 

more easily on the instrument and require attention so that 

they are always kept straight. The tonal result of good bridge 

wood always repays the additional cost. Donlt skimp on price 

in this area ! 



In ordering bridges it is well to remember that a 

range of sizes .is available. The dimensions specified is 

the width at the bottom of the bridge (between the ex

treme edges of the feet). This is specified in millimeters. 

If you have a large viola to fit be sure to order a corres 

ponding size of bridge. The reason for the width is to 

allow the center of the left foot of the bridge to be dir

ectly over the bass bar when the bridge is properly posit

ioned. The string spacing should not be adjusted in a 

corresponding manner but remains fixed as shown in the 

table above. 

The bridge should always be positioned so that the 

strings are centered on the fingerboard (sighting down the 

fingerboard helps in this adjustment). Never center the 

bridge with respect to the " £'1 holes. The neck can bc off 

true and a player is greatly hindered if the strings are not 

centered over the fingerboard. 

In cutting the nicks for cello strings in the bridge, 

care should be taken that they are equal in depth to half 

the string diameter. A good cellist will pull an A or a C 

out of its groove if this isn't observed. 

When changing from steel strings to gut or vice 

versa, the depth of the nicks for the strings should be care

fully observed. If a string sinks more than half its depth 

into the bridge the string 's winding will be caught which 

spells the end of its career. Where a string has cut into a 

bridge and the bridge is otherwise okay, I usually fit in 

an ebony insert to correct the string clearances. 

The proper cutting of the bridge will make the 

instrument easier to play and will improve its tone. 

Q u e s t i o n s  a n d  A n s w e r s 

D ear Editor: 

A b!g welcome to Henry S. Littleboy for the new 

section on The Adjusting of String Instruments. While I 

am a " constant admirer" of the violin-maker 's skill I have 

maintained, in and out of season, that proper adjustment 

and equipment is crucial, and tO("l often neglected. 

So it is good to have some expert opinion on bridge 

cutting and setting. I 've read what I can get hold of in the 

standard books, but there are very few which explain con

vincingly, exactly how and why the bridge should be 

placed. To raise one critical detail alone. Is there any 

possible place for the bridge other than that in which the 

centre of the feet are in exact line with the " stroket! of the 

F holes ? (1 have read of a top rank cello in which the 

bridge was set high up towards the end of the fingerboard, 

but have never dared to try anything so drastic ! )  
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Also, is  there anything to be said for a specially 

thin bridge for certain kinds of instrum ents. I have h ea rd 

this advocated. Also is it true that the " lower" foot of 

the bridge must sit exactly over the bass-bar; and that if 
this is not so, the tone of the lower strings will suffer. Is 
there any experience among makers and repairers which 

confirms or contravenes this ? 

May I ask Mr. Littleboy particularly to tell us all 

he knows when he comes to soundposts? Once again, I 've 

read all I can about their placement and adj ustment;> and 

everybody agrees of course that this is absolutely vital to 

producing the best tone of which the instrument is capable. 

But are there some really established rules for setting the 

soundpost? How much behind the " upper't foot of the 
bridge? How much room for adjustment is there, to secure 

balance between the upper and lower strings ?  Is the only 

test of the correctness of position that of listening to the 

instrument being played, or is there any other test? 

If there are any measurements which can be used as 

working rules, can we have them for cello and viola, 

please, as well as for violin ? 

With renewed good wishes to the J ournal, and con

gratulations on its constant improvement. 

D ear Mr. Marsh: 

Leonard Marsh, 

Vancouver, B. C .  

* * * * * * *  

Thanks for the kind remarks. 

I have included a chart which includes measure
ments for bridge cutting for violin, viola and cello in my 
article this month. 

With regards the position of the bridge, 1 would say 

that the requirement that the string length be 330 milli

meters might require that one adjust the bridge if the length 

differs from this value by more than three millimetet:s. 

Within this range you can select from a variety of string 

thickness to allow for proper tonal adjustment (1 will have a 

whole column on string selection later). If the length varies 

more than three millimeters then the instrument is not prop

erly constructed and th e bridge can be moved as a temporary 

expedient but the instrument should not be considered to be 

playing its best. 

Now in the cas� of violas and cellos, where the 

string length varies considerably with the corresponding range 



of instrwncnt size, I recommend p lacing the bridge with 

respect to the nicks on the " £" holes and using the choice 

of str ing diameter to aid in tonal adjustment. 

I am sure that your comment on the cello bridge 

refers to a bddge on a Strad " Church B ass" . These instru

m ents, that were blLi..lt by Strad before 1700 are considerably 

larger than our stand'lrd-sized cellos as perfected by Strad 

a fter 1700 and some success has been had in making them 

useful for modern technique by shortening the string length 

to normal proportions by moving the bridge towards the 

fi.ngerboard. This size of instrument is seldom met and 

this particular compromise I woul d consider an exception 

to the general rule. 

Another exception to the general rule occurs when a 

player has two instrwnents whleh have differing string 

lengths. The case that comes to mind is the cello that is 

used in " Pops Concerts" where the danger to the player's 

fine instrument causes him to p l ay his " other" cello. In 

this case I would recommend moving the bridge position on 

the seldom used instrument to give the same string length 

on both instruments. This makes " switching" a lot easier 

and the player need not adjust for each change in instru

ments. 

I personally don't recommend " thin" bridges. I 

feel that, if the bridge is thinner than the previously re

commended thickness, the bridge flexes, causing a loss of 

energy, espl�cia l1y in the two higher-pitched strings. This 

tend� to disguise a deficiency in the lower-pitched strings. 

I 'd rather get the most out of the upper-pitched strings and 

then bring up th e lower strings to give an overall better res

ponse. How to accomplish this will be di.scussed in a later 

article. 

I strongly advocate that the left foot of the bridge 

be placed over the bass bar. In the case of larger violas 

and cellos I would use a wider bridge. If the bar is cor

rectly placed this is all that would be needed. However, I 

have seen many fiddles where the bass har was incorrectly 

placed and know of cases where a change in the bass bar 

position h as shown great improvem ents when p erformed in 

accordance with this rul e. I 'm sure you Ive seen the clas

sic case of incorrect posit ioning wh ere half the bar has 

been cut away to sho w the upper circle on the " F" hole. 

I 'll be discussing soundposts in the near future so 

I 'll wait until then to discuss your questions in this area. 

I don't want to steal my own thunder ! 

* * * * * :I: * * 
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Dear Editor: 

J have a violin that is fair though not excellent. 

It has no name in it that I can find. My last teacher told 

me the finger board was too law; that the angle was wrong 

and suggested a wedge. I had this done --I didn't know ho w  

nor had the tools--now the A string touches the D p e g  and 

the bridge I ' m  told is so high the violin looks like a viola. 

A repairer here says the wedge job was very poor and 

completely unnecessary. AlI I should have done was lower 

the bridge (my teacher claimed the strings were too nigh 

from the finger board but the bridge was OK- -who 's right?) 

This repairer says I should remove the wedge and fit 

a new hridge. I 'm confused. I had a peg job don e  just 

before the wedge was put in and it seems the pegs were all 

right then. 

D ear Mr. Archambaut: 

J ohn P. Archambaut 

Anchorage, Alaska. 

*********** 

Concerning your violin I would recommend first 

checking the set of the neck by the following proced Ltfc. 

First, tip the violin up 0n its side with the scroll awa y 

from you. Then, sight along the edge of the back of the 
fiddle and you should find the " eye" of the scroll in th e 

same line (the " eye" is the part that extends furth est to 
the side, it is the eye of the " volute" ). Do this from both 

sides since th.is will check to see that the neck is not 

twisted. 1£ tllis is okay then foUow my description in 

P art I-Bridge Cutting , for a check of the bridge itself. 

From what you say I would guess that th e check 

sighting down the back would find that the instrument was 

constructed properly, in which case a wedge should not be 

necessary under the fingerboard. 

Another thought is that if the fingerboard has been 

thinned by many resurfacings the bridge would be too low. 

Of course, what should be done here is to put on a new 

fingerboard and this may be what should have been done 

in the beginning. I usually call tlle thin fingerboard 

problem the " diving board" problem. Playing on one is 

like walking on a diving board. 

It is my hope that my series will enable the player 

to check his instrument and know if it is in proper adjust

ment. I believe that this will help remove some o f  the 

" black magic" approach which seems to be the rule in 

too many fiddle shops today. 
* * * * * * * 



by The Ed itor 

111.e Mail B ag 

Our postman continues to drop off a heavy mail each 

day ,  yet I still manage to answer each letter. Quite a chore 

but most interesting. Sometimes I forget the p ile waiting 

for attention and write several pages to someone who, in 

some manner, has excited my strong love for an argument 

a nd we h av e a good time. Then our B. C .  wood is selling 

fast and this takes up more time. 

Excel lent reports are already coming in as to its 

e xceptional tonal qual ities. 

There are new members to attend to, names to be 

booked and letters of welcome to be written. We have an 

average of 20 new members each month. All fine earnest 

fe Hows, and also some of the fa ir sex. 

Our Advertisers 

You will notice changes of " copy" in several of our 
advertisements for th is issue. Joseph Wallo, famous 

Guitar Maker, offers his own Guitar Plans and booklet for a 

most reasonable price. M any famous v iolin makers also 

built guitars. Why not try your hand at one? Guitars are 

a distinct challenge as regards workmanship and finish. 

H aving built one, you will notice, when you return to the 

violin, that your craftmanship has vastly improved. Also 

there is a ready sale for guitars. 

The House of Weaver are now concentrating on the 
selling of varnish. Mr. H erman Weaver wrote me saying 
he discovered this varnish in Italy. It is without doubt the 

finest he has ever used, all the superb qualities of the best 

old Italian varnish. I am told H erman sells his v iolins for 

prices running into four figures. The finish on his in�truments 

is equal to any of the old masters. Why not try it and see 

for yourself. 

Mrs. Carleen Hutchins 

Time magazine has j ust published an article on the 

work of Mrs. Hutchins who is now considered one of the 
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best (if not the best) v io1:1 makers in America. She is a 

pioneer in scientific invest igations of v iolin and viola, being 

a co-worker with Dr. A .  F. Saunder>. C arleen has recently 

been awarded a suhstant. ial Guggenheim Grant to carry on 

her work, part of whi ch wil l be investigations into the use of 

a new kind of wood. We hop�, as  soon as we can, collect 

data to highlight Mrs. C arleen Hutch ins in our " Living 

M akers" column. 

The Violin and Guitar M akers Assn. of Arizona Competition 

A most successful competition of old master violins 

against modern instruments was held last June by the above 

association. 

J udging by the marks given there must have been 

some exceptional instruments shown. First Prizes were 

awarded to S .  W. Daniels, Bob Wallace, D .  W. Stevens 

and Fred Graig, the latter with 3 violins, all firsts. All 

first prize winners received 99 marks out of a possible 100. 
S econd prize winners with 98 marks were Harold Briggs and 

Geo. Scott. Third prizes, 97 marks, Fred Graig, Geo. S cott, 
W. G. Hood and Irvin Sunday. Lowest score was 96 po ints by 

D. W. Stevens, Fourth prize, still a high score and a magni
ficent violin. H arold Briggs, mentioned above as second 

prize winner, was an active member of our association. Well 

done, H arold. There was only one old master shown, a 

Gagliano, owned by Rodney Gehre, 99 marks. 

T h i s  c o u l d  o n ly h app e n  i n  E ngl a n d .  

The smart young man approached the music counter: 

" Will you give me an E string, please?" he asked. 

The young lady brought a box of strings out and 
remarked, "You look 'em over. I can't tell the 'e 's 

from the she 's. " 



7�e �t"ih' �ecti'h 

Let us talk this month about developing musical taste 

and cultivating a love and appreciation for fine music. Too 

many of otir violinists graduate from colleges and universities 

with a major in violin who really cannot play the violin. 

True, they can use the bow and fingers well enough to play 

a " graduation recital" which in these days must always in

clude Prokofief and Hindemith Sonatas and a major violin 

concerto ,played in the manner of some great artist after 

having listened to his recording of it about one hundred 

times on the Hi-Fi set. But it is so seldom that these 

graduates really play anything else ! For example, if the 

young graduate plays the Brahms Concerto in absolute imi

tation of the favorite recording of  it, we are impressed. But 

immediately we are let down when we ask him to play 

some of the Mendelsohnn or Beethoven Concertos and he  

says, "Oh, I haven 't studied those and wouldn 't attempt to 

play a note until my professor has marked the fingerings 

and bowings for me. " It is the same with the Bach solo 

sonatas for violin--too often, the graduate plays one, or a 

part of one of these great works on his recital, but cannot 

read the first five measures of any of the others. This is 

the same thing as a minister learning word for word the 

book of Matthew, but should we ask him to discuss Mark, 

Luke, or John, he would be terrified and say, "Well, you 

know, I haven't studied those. " 

Does such a student really have musical taste and 

appreciation? What was lacking in his development? I 
believe we can answer this question. First, there is the 

rush and pressure for public performance of major works 

for the violin before the student is ready for such perform

ances. Secondly, there is the complete neglect for the 

fine lighter works for the violin; in fact, among the stud

ents, there is a certain distaste and disdain exhibited when 

they are asked to play some piece like "TraumaraP' by 

SchumalID, or the Schubert " Ave Maria" . Such pieces are 

now supposed to be "hackneyedl l --sometimes, even the 

major concertos are put into this same class, and too many 

of these sophisticated students want to try modern composi

tions before they know how to play the older compositions 

with intelligence and musicianly interpretations. Even the 

great artists who make recordings are perhaps at fault here. 
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Conducted by 
CARMEN WH ITE 

We often hear of new releases of such and such a concerto 

played by some artist with a noted orchestra and a noted 

conductor. But how often do we get a release of recordings 

of some of the best loved smaller pieces? Fritz Kreisler was 

among the great artists who often released such recordings. 

The value of these smaller pieces to the younger students 

cannot be  overemphasized. The smaller pieces are so sel

dom heard. The younger graduates will not play them--the 

noted artists too oftelJ. do not play them, hence, these pieces 

are now neglected. 

Once a noted teacher of the violin told me that it 

was much more valuable to play a small piece really well 

than to perform a major concerto before the player was 

ready to do it. I believe he was exactly right about that 

idea. But today, too few of the younger graduates and 

established artists will take the trouble to prepare and finish 

these compositions such as "Andante Cantabile" by 

Tschaikovsky, played so well on an old recording by Fritz 

Kreisler, but now practically impossible to obtain in the 

new stereo and hi-fi recordings. If a young student in his 

formative development of musical taste wishes to hear the 

violin played now, he is told to listen to major concertos 

and modern compositions by noted artists--most of which 

performances and recordings are simply over his head musi

cally . To most young students, such a procedure makes 

no sense at all. Far better that he listen to good performan

ces of lighter pieces and works for the violin. If these 

lighter works are played really well, they make just as fine 

a musical impression as the modern sonatas and concertos

perhaps a more intelligible impression to the developing 

student of violin. Teachers, why not finish off these pieces 

and play them well for your younger students? Why not put 

them on your programs for encores instead of H indemith 

Sonatas and the like ? If you play them really well, your 

musical audience will react favorably to them, and those 

who are unmusical will love you for taking the time and 

trouble to play for them--Kreisler did, you remember. 

And the younger students will take home a message that 

may develop and cultivate a real love and appreciation for 

the violin as a musical instrument instead of a machine to 

reproduce the strident and discordant sounds of H indemith 

(continued on page 10) 
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R a r e  O l d  I n s t r u m e n t s  

FOR lliE VIOLIN MAKER - W e l l - s e a s o ne d  i m p o r t e d  w o o d  • •  To o l s ,  F i t t i n g s ,  P a t t e rn s ,  V a r n i sh 

B o o k s  on V i o l i n m a k i n g ,  v ar n i s h  and V i o l i n Make r s . 
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WILLI A M  LEWIS & SON, 3 0  E .  ADAMS ST.� CHICAGO 3 ,  ILL. U.S.A.  

ANTO N I O  STR AD I V AR I  
1644 - 1737 

His Life and Instruments 

A new Publication by Amati Publish ing Ltd. with an introduction by the Editor, Mr. C. Woodcock, dealing with fake 
violins and bows. Listing over 400 violins, violas, cellos, etc. Over 100 beautiful illustrations of wellknown instruments. 

Historical - Educational - Entertaining !  
The finest and most up-to-date Standard Work of Reference in the world. 

Standard Edition 15 Ds. (postage 2/6d). De Luxe (bound leather) 1 8  Ds. (plus 2/6d). 
A L S O  

The New World Famous - UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY OF VIOLIN AND BOW MAKERS by William Henley. I n  5 Volumes. 
The most stupendous comprehensive Standard Work of Reference ever to be compiled, listing all lmown makers of instru
ments from 1600 to the present day. An invaluable investment for all lovers of stringed instruments. 

Standa.rd Edition 75 dollars (Plus postage) De Luxe Edition 90 Dollars (plus postage) 
AMATI PUBUSHING LTD. 44 The Lanes, Brighton, Sussex, England. 

A "Lycon" SUP�LE Rope Core Strings 
111ade tn <Denmark 

" LYCON " showed the way, have l ived up to expectations, justified the confidence placed in them and fulfi l led 
every demand. It is therefore only logical that players the world over continue to enjoy, praise and recommend 
thei r  Lycon Strings. They are so soft and pl iable, have such warmth of tone and remarkable durabi l ity - truly 
a pleasure to play. They must not in any way be confused with metal strings as a whole. Lycon ore built  on a 

soft and pl iable core, gut- l i ke in nature. 

BOOSEY & HAWKES 

( CANADA) LTD. 
209 - 13 Victoria St., Toronto 2 

Phone: Empire 8-1874 

SUPPLIES, PRICES AND MAKER'S LEAFLET FROM: 

WILLIAM LEWIS & SON 
30 East Adams St., Chicago 3, III. 

Financial 6-3830 

LAURENCE NAISBY & SON 
110 Wood St., Liverpool 

Royal 1273 



R E M B E R T W U R L I T Z E R  
rIOLI�:MAKE� J .AND VEALE� 

RARE OLD AND N EW VIOLI  NS A N D  BOWS 

LARGEST SELECTION OF ACCESSORI ES A N D  SUPPLI ES FOR VIOL I N  MAKERS AND REPA I RMEN 

• SEND FOR PR I C E  L I ST . 

REMB ERT WURLITZER 1 20 West 42nd Street, N EW YORK 36, N .Y. 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION THREE DOLLARS 

founded 1890 

� ;f!flontblp Jf ourna( for 13roftssionals anb �matturs 
of all �tringtb ]nstrumtnts 13Iaptb tnitb tbt jiotn 

A U T H O R I T A T I VE A R T I C L E S  O F  I N T E R E S T  T O  A L L  L O V E R S  O F  
S T R I N G E D  I N S T R U M E N T S ,  T H E  M O S T  W I D E LY C I R C U L A T E D  
� A G A Z I N E  O F  I T S K I N D I N  T H E  WO R L D . 

iADDRRSS : ' THE STRAD ' 2 DUNCAN TERRACE . LONDON . N . l  . .  ENGLAND . 

Fa mous " WA L LO" C l a ss i c Gui ta r Pla n s  PLU S 

I N STRUCTION BOO K LET ON
'

HOW TO M Ak E AND VAR NI SH A Cla u L c Gu i ta r ' 

- B ot h  F OR Only $ 3 .95 -
AVAILABLE FREE, New Catalogue of guitar materials. Listing everything 

you need to make a guitar, including the finest, clearest, flexible guitar 

varnish available. Send 4¢ stamp. 

J O S E P H F .W A L L O 

1 3 1 1  G Street N. W. Washington 5, D. C. 

P l a n n i ng a T r i p ? 
STO P  AT 

'
L U TH I E R  LODG E ' SAN DI E GO , C ALI F OR N I A _ 

A HAVEN FOR MUSICIANS, COLLECTORS, DEALERS, LUTE MAKERS AND FIDDLE FANCIERS . 

H A R RY S .  W A K E  

LUTHIER LODGE, 1461 ROSECRANS 

SAN D IEGO 6, CALIF. 


